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AbstractGiven that Optical Tomography is capable of quantitatively imag-ing the distribution of �uorophores and �uorescent proteins in-vivo,there has been a great deal of interest in developing optical imagingsystems under optimal experimental conditions. A novel system hasbeen implemented that enables three dimensional (3D) imaging of �u-orescent probes in whole animals using a non-contact setup, in parallelwith a 3D surface reconstruction algorithm. The non-contact approachis a signi�cant step forward in terms of experimental simplicity andprovides comfort to the targeted animal. It allows the use of a CCDcameras as detector, resulting in large data sets, thus improving theaccuracy of the inversion models used for quantitative 3D reconstruc-tion of �uorochrome distribution, as well as facilitating imaging withhigher spatial resolution.In this study the system is tested in determining the distribution ofGreen Fluorescent Protein (GFP) expressed by T-lymphocytes in thehCD2-GFP transgenic mouse model, thus demonstrating the potentialof the system for studying the immunology-based studies. In-vivomeasurements have been also carried in the GFP CLIP-170 mousemodel.
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Chapter 1IntroductionOver the last years, optical tomography is being established as one of the main tomographicmodalities applied to molecular imaging studies [1]. Molecular Imaging can be de�ned as theapplication of non-invasive techniques for the visualization of molecular events in the cellular orthe subcellular level, inside intact living systems [2, 3]. Molecular Imaging is a relatively newand rapidly growing discipline that merges aspects from di�erent scienti�c �elds. The rapidgrowth of Molecular Imaging has been mainly stimulated from advances in molecular biology1that have provided scientists with new exciting tools for the visualization of molecular processesin intact organisms [2]. Among the variety of molecular imaging probes, optical probes haveallowed the implementation of optical imaging techniques for molecular imaging studies [4].Optical imaging, before its adaptation as an molecular imaging modality, had already provedits potential for probing in deep tissues, mostly for clinical studies [5, 6]. Since the �rst ap-proaches in formulating the theoretical framework for describing the propagation of light intissue media [7, 8], the optical method has received great attention [9]. Light interaction withdi�erent tissue components enables the visualization of tissue abnormalities or pathologic pro-cesses [10, 9], thus medical applications of optical imaging techniques cover a wide range fromprobing hemodynamics [11, 12] to detecting tumors [13, 5, 6, 14] and providing functional imag-ing of the brain [15, 16]. In most medical applications the source of contrast is inherent (e.g.tissue absorption or scattering) relying upon correlating the scattering and the absorption oftissue with morphological changes caused by any pathological condition such as diseases.Pathological and morphological changes, however, are the end e�ect of processes that oc-cur at the molecular level. The direct visualization of molecular events, underlying disease orbiological processes in general, would be of great importance. Molecular biology and Biotech-nology have provided tools for the labelling cells and molecules with �uorescent probes whichare valuable contrast agents for optical imaging studies [4]. Fluorescent contrast agents2, �rst1Molecular Biology is the branch of biology that studies the structure and activity of macromolecules essentialto life (such as proteins and nucleic acids)2compounds used to improve the contrast of internal bodily structures and incorporate �uorescence as asource of contrast 3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4applied in cell biology [17, 18] and cell microscopy [19], provide high signal to noise ratios andhigh speci�city3, thus signi�cantly improving the detection limit, the resolution and the depthlocalization e�cacy. Fluorochromes, Fluorescent Proteins (FPs) and Bioluminescent Proteins(see Apendix A) can tag speci�c cells or proteins and thus can be invaluable tools for probingmolecular events and pathways inside living systems [4].In parallel with probe development, signi�cant interest on small animal imaging is beingreported [2] due to similarities between mouse development and that of other vertebrates.For this reason, mouse has a central role as a model organism for the study of the moleculargenetics of mammalian development. Within the context of intact biological studies, transgenicmice models expressing �uorescent proteins in speci�c cell/organ types are invaluable tools forimaging biological processes. The number of transgenic animal models4 (see Apendix A for alist of biological relevant terms) carrying �uorescent tags in speci�c cells or organs is large andconstantly growing [20, 21, 22].1.1 Optical imagingThere are three major macroscopic techniques for imaging mice: Bioluminescence5 imaging,planar Fluorescence imaging and Optical Tomography. In Bioluminescence imaging, Luciferaseis transgenically expressed in mice models as a contrast agent for in-vivo imaging. With theadministration of luciferin via injection, visible light is emitted from Luciferase as the luciferinsubstrate is oxidized [23]. The emitted photons are recorded in photographic images by sensi-tive cameras in a planar geometry. Bioluminescent studies mainly involve the tracking of tumorcells [24] and the imaging of gene expression6 products [25]. Luciferase imaging can provideimages of surface events with high signal to noise ratios. However, quanti�cation of signalsdeeply seated in the body has not been yet realized using this technique (some initial methodsfor producing tomographic images have recently been proposed [26, 27, 28], however, biolumi-nescence tomography is under ongoing investigation and yet to be proven in-vivo). Furthermorethe requirement of continuous delivery of the luciferin substrate to the animal compromises theneed to keep the animal intact during long term experiments. Additionally, the intensity ofemission and the wavelength is strongly dependent on the temperature and the pH.In planar �uorescence imaging, �uorescent agents are administered to the animal and emitphotons upon planar light exposure [29, 30, 31]. In terms of detection, planar imaging followsthe same photographic principles as bioluminescence. Fluorescence imaging is a simple andhigh throughput technique for monitoring surface events. A variety of targeted and activatable3the term speci�city is used for describing the ability of a contrast agent to bind into a speci�c target molecule4transgenic animal is an animal into which foreign DNA has been transferred in order to study the functionof that DNA5Bioluminescence is the ability of certain animals to produce light. This light is produced from conversionof chemical to radiant energy.6the process by which the information in a gene is used to create proteins



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5probes have been used to detect tumors [32, 33] or certain transgenes7 [34] in mice. Green�uorescent protein is also commonly used as a contrast agent as it is proven to be an excellentmarker in terms of speci�city and signal strength [35]. Recent studies include tumour andmetastases imaging as well as angiogenesis [31, 29, 30]. Gene expression is monitored afterinjection of a �uorescent probe to the region of interest. However due to the lack of multipleprojections and/or several source positions, depth resolution is not feasible. Moreover, thenonlinear dependence of light over depth is not taken into account, deteriorating the abilityto quantify and volumetrically image the �uorescent signals, thus restraining the techniqueto depths of a few millimeters under the skin. Alternatively, Di�use Optical Tomographyis the only technique that delivers volumetric and quantitative images [36, 37, 5]. In thisapproach, measurements at di�erent source/detector positions are recorded. In Di�use OpticalTommography the di�use propagation of light8 inside the subject is theoretically modelled,incorporating the models of light propagation to the processing of the experimenttal images,so that quantitative information can be extracted [38]. Di�use optical tomography was �rstdeveloped for medical studies by delivering three dimensional maps of the scattering and/orthe absorption properties of tissue [5], like oxygen saturation and blood volume.Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (FMT) incorporates the principles of Di�use OpticalTomography(DOT) with the use of �uorescent probes as a source of contrast [39, 40]. InFMT the subject that carries the �uorescent probe is exposed to light from di�erent sourcepositions and the emitted light is captured by detectors arranged in a spatially de�ned order.The information is then mathematically processed, resulting in a reconstructed tomographicimage. Reconstruction of NIR probes were �rstly explored due to higher penetration in tissueof NIR light but in recent studies tomographic images of GFP expression from deep seatedlocations in vivo have also been presented [41]. Recently, theoretical developments in modelingarbitrary shapes and di�use light propagation in free-space [42] has led to the materializationof non-contact systems. Combining this non-contact approach with CCD-based measurementscan o�er high spatial sampling, leading to large data sets (compared with the old �ber-basedsystems) which are essential for high-quality tomographic images [43, 44]. In addition, the non-contact approach contributes to the simpli�cation of the experimental procedure. Noncontactsystems have already been implemented that incorporate the non-contact recording of theoutgoing radiation [45] as well as the non-contact illumination of the subject [41]. Non-contactoptical tomography has been veri�ed by means of �uorescence measurements with phantoms[46] and controlled experiments on mice ex-vivo [45]. However, in these studies, the subject waseither under compression while in contact with light delivering systems or immersed in indexmatching �uids to simplify boundary conditionsThe main aim of the work presented in this thesis was the implementation and the de-7gene from a dissimilar organism or an arti�cially constructed gene added by methods of molecular biologyto another organism8the way light is propagating in a high scattering medium such as tissue. The clouds, the milk and the foamare also high scattering media



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6velopment of a new non-contact, �uid/compression-free tomographic system that would fullyexplore the advantages of the non-contact approach. A �uorescent molecular tomographer wasbuilt that has the capacity to retrieve the distribution of �uorescent concentration inside smallanimals in a simple way. This tomographer was used for the in-vivo extraction of volumetricimages of �uorescent concentration in intact transgenic mice expressing GFP in their T cells9.We chose to image organs of the immune system, such as the thymus, the spleen and the lymphnodes where T cells are residing. Although this new non-contact tomographic system is basedon known tomographic principles, it implies great advances in terms of experimental simplicity.It can operate in either re�ection or transmission geometry modes depending on the targetedarea or organ and even scan the whole body area so that whole body tomography is feasible.Before moving to the next chapters of this thesis, I would like to introduce the basic schemeof a noncontact tomographic imager. We will refer to this basic scheme many times not onlyin order to formulate the theoretical problem but also in order to experimentally implement anon contact tomographer in terms of instrumentation.1.2 Non contact measurementsThe general scheme of an ideal non-contact �uorescence imaging setup should have the geometrydepicted in Figure [1.1]. As can be seen, a laser beam of wavelength λa illuminates a subject,propagates inside the medium and excites the residing �uorophores. Upon excitation, the�uorophores act as secondary sources and they emit light of di�erent wavelength λb. A camerafocused on the surface of the subject records either the �uorescence or the excitation lightemerging from the boundary, depending the �lter in front of the camera.The tomographer is comprised from three main components, namely the source, the subjectand the detector. The illumination source usually is a laser beam Xinc, in the position r ,pointing at the direction s , t is the time dependency of the laser intensity and λα is thewavelength. The medium of volume V is turbid and in general an optically inhomogeneousmedium which contains �uorophores whose concentration is denoted as Nt(r). It is assumedthat both the optical properties, namely the absorption and the scattering , expressed as µa(r)and µ′
s(r) respectively, and the �uorescent concentration remain constant or they change in atime scale much longer than the propagation of light. Excitation and emission light emergingfrom the surface is expressed as Xprop.9white blood cells responsible for the body's immunity. T cells can destroy cells infected by visuses.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7

Figure 1.1: Basic experimental scheme1.3 The forward and the inverse problemAs stated earlier, the only way to quantitatively image the distribution of the �uorescent concen-tration inside the subject is by performing tomography. Tomography refers to the cross-sectionalimaging of an object from either transmission or re�ection data collected by illuminating theobject from many di�erent directions. Fundamentally, irrespective of tomographic modality,tomographic imaging deals with reconstructing an image from its projections [47]. The termprojection means the information derived from the transmitted energies, given the position ofthe source and the detector. The di�erent projections which are necessary for the tomographicimaging can be captured by moving at least one of the three basic components of the setup, i.ethe laser source, the target or the detecting system.In our case we wanted to build an experimental setup that could be used to extract tomo-graphic images of �uorescent activity inside small living systems.The problem of reconstructingthe map of the �uorescent concentration, Nt(r) from the interior of a turbid medium can bedevided into two steps: the forward problem and the inverse problem. In order to formulatethe two problems we will consider the geometry depicted in Figure [1.1].The forward problem is the following:Given the light source distribution Xinc and the distribution of the �uorescent concentration
Nt(r) within V , �nd the light at any position in the medium and consequently on the surface
S, Xprop.

f [Xinc(r, s,t, λa); Nt(r)] → Xprop(r, s, t, λa, λb)Similarly, the inverse problem can be expressed as:



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8Given the distribution of light sources Xinc and a distribution of measurements on thesurface S, Xprop, derive the distribution of the �uorescent concentration Nt(r) within V .
f−1[Xinc(r, s,t, λa); Xprop(r, s, t, λa, λb)] → Nt(r)Although this work was focused on reconstructing the �uorophore concentration, the abovetomographic scheme is more general and can be also applied for the imaging of the scatteringand/or the absorption properties distributions. The tomographic image is given by solving theinverse problem but, as we will be shown in the next chapters, one cannot solve the inverseproblem without formulating a theory for the forward problem.In this thesis the �rst three chapters describe the theoretical basis of extracting tomographicimages from noncontact measurements. Based on the basic scheme of �gure (1.1), chapter2 describes the propagation of the excitation and the �uorescent light assuming an in�nitemedium. Then, in chapter 3 the contribution of the boundaries is accounted for to generatesolutions for media of arbitrary geometries. We will also present a new method which hasbeen developed for treating media with arbitrary boundaries. Chapter 4 describes the di�erentsubjects used in this work. These subjects include two types of GFP transgenic mice, i.e.hCD2-GFP transgenic mice expressing GFP in their T-cells and GFP CLIP-170 transgenicmice expressing GFP in the testis. In terms of the intrumentation, the di�erent components ofthe setup that comprise our whole body tomographer are presented. Chapter 5 follows the stepsof the experimental protocol for acquiring images. The method of processing the experimentalimages until a tomographic image is formed, is the scope of chapter 6. Chapter 7 discussesthe results, where tomographic images of �uorescent activity are shown from measurements onseveral GFP transgenic mouse models. The quanti�cation accuracy and the sensitivity of thesystem are then evaluated with data from a biologically relevant study. Final, in chapter 8, wediscuss the impact of the in-vivo imaging of lymphoid organs to the study of the function of theimmune system as well the ability of the tomographic technique to quantify the spermatogenesisprocess in the case of the CLIP-170 mouse models. Additionally, we propose how this non-contact whole body setup can be further developed and its applications expanded.



Chapter 2Theory of di�use lightThis chapter deals with the forward problem as discussed in section (1.3). In this chapter thetheory underlying the propagation of light in a scattering and absorbing medium that contains�uorophores will be presented. Biological tissue is visually opaque due to the fact that, besidesabsorption, there is high scattering of light. The photons from a collimated source su�er manyscattering events between the particles of the medium so that light propagates in a di�use way.Additionally, the propagation of visible light through biological tissue is governed by strongabsorption. Inside tissue, photons can be scattered, absorbed or give excitation to �uorescentmolecules and so they carry information by interacting with medium that they traverse.Propagation of light in biological tissue can usually be modeled by using basically twotheories; the wave theory (Maxwell's equations) and the transport theory. In wave theory,Maxwell's equations need to be solved for the substance of interest and the optical propertiesare de�ned via the dielectric constant ε (r). Although Maxwell's equations treat the problem oflight propagation rigorously, in most practical systems extracting a solution is impossible dueto the complexity of the problem. Theoretical research in tissue optics has been based on theRadiative Transfer Equation (RTE) [48, 7] or approximations to it where analytical solutionsare easily extracted [38]. In transport theory, light is treated as energy propagating througha medium containing particles. It is assumed that there is no correlation between �elds andtherefore the addition of powers rather than the addition at �elds holds [7]. The most commonapproach to the RTE is based on the di�usion approximation [7, 9] which provides simpleanalytical expressions (which have the form of a di�usion equation) for light transport andcan be applied to a great variety of scattering systems. The absorption of tissue is relatedwith the absorption of the major blood components like the Hemoglobin and Deoxyhemoglobinwhose absorption spectra are shown in Figure (2.1). Light scattering in tissues is signi�cantlydominant over absorption in the wavelengths between 650 and 1100nm and thus the di�usionapproximation has been widely used for modelling the di�use light of biological tissue in thenear infrared (NIR) region.
9



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 10

Figure 2.1: The absorption spectra of Hemoglobin and DeoxyhemoglobinHowever, light is strongly absorbed in the visible wavelengths which is the case for theemission spectra of the �uorescent probes being imaged in this work. Improvements on thedi�usion equation should be applied in order to expand the limits of its validity .In this chapter, we will start with the Radiative Transfer Equation which is widely used tomodel light propagation in tissue like media. By introducing the difusion approximation, thesteps for deriving the di�usion equation will be then presented. We will show next a methodof modelling light propagation inside scattering media exhibiting strong absorption. This isdone within the context of the di�usion approximation. Then the solution for an in�nitehomogeneous medium will be extracted in order to model the propagation of the excitationlight. Finally, since the majority of experiments presented in this thesis concern the tomographicimaging of �uorescent probes (�uorophores or �uorescent proteins) a theoretical approach willbe presented for the generation and the propagation of the �uorescent light emitted by the�uorescent molecules upon excitation.2.1 From the radiative transfer equation to the di�usionequationPhoton propagation in high scattering media is modeled with the use of the Boltzman transportequation which is also known as Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE)[7, 49].
n

c

∂I (r, ŝ)

∂t
= −ŝ · ∇I (r, ŝ) − µtI (r, ŝ) +

µt

4π

∫

4π

p (̂s, ŝ′) I (r, ŝ′) dΩ′ + ε (r, ŝ) (2.1)In eq. [2.1], the quantitiy I (r, t) is called speci�c intensity. It is de�ned as the average power �uxat the position r, propagating along the unit vector ŝ and has units, Wcm−2sr−1(sr=steradian=unit



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 11solid angle). In eq. [2.1], µt is the total macroscopic cross section with units of cm−1 and p(̂s, ŝ′)is the phase function that represents the probability of scattering into a direction ŝ
′ from a di-rection ŝ. Finally ε (r, s) is the spatial and angular distribution of the source. The RTE isa conservation equation for the speci�c Intensity inside a small volume element and in thedirection ŝ. The �rst term on the right hand side describes the loss in r and in the direction

ŝ, the second term the losses due to absorption and scattering, the third term any gain due toscattering from other directions into ŝ and the last term the gains due to any source in r.2.1.1 Transport PropertiesIn this subsection, quantities presented in the RTE like the macroscopic cross-section, µt , thephase function, p (̂s, ŝ′), or related to them, like the scattering coe�cient, µs, the absoprtioncoe�cient, µa and the anisotropy factor, g are de�ned and discussed.We will start with the macroscopic cross-section µt which is also called transport coe�cientor total attenuation coe�cient. The macroscopic cross-section has units of [cm−1] and is de�nedas:
µt = ρ (σa + σs) (2.2)In this equation, ρ is the density of scatterers while σaand σs are the absorption and scatteringcross-section respectively, measured in [cm2]. The transport coe�cient can be also be writtenas:
µt = µs + µa . (2.3)In the above equation µs is the scattering coe�cient. The scattering coe�cient is the multi-plicative inverse of the random-walk step length (which is also known as the scattering meanfree path or just mean free path):

µs =
1

lsc
(2.4)where lsc is equal to the characteristic distance between two scattering events.Analogous to the scattering mean free path, the absorption length is de�ned in terms of theabsorption coe�cient µa as:

la =
1

µa
. (2.5)The absorption length is the average distance that a photon undergoes before it is absorbed.In the eq. (2.1) the phase function p (̂s, ŝ′) was also presented. The phase function (which isalso known as probability density function) represents the probability that a photon will scatterinto a direction ŝ

′ from a direction ŝ. The phase function holds the following relationship:
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1

4π

∫

4π

p (̂s, ŝ) dΩ =
µs

µt
= W0 , (2.6)where W0 is called albedo and which represents the �the whitness� of a particle, i.e. its capabilityto scatter light. In biological tissues it is a common approach to assume that the phase functiondepends only on the angle between ŝ and ŝ

′, i.e. p (̂s, ŝ′) = p (̂s · ŝ′) = p (cos θ) and is oftenbeing approximated by the following form:
p (cos θ) =

W0 (1 − g2)

(1 + g2 − 2g cos θ)3/2
. (2.7)The above equation is the well-known Henyey-Greenstein formula [50], and constitutes the mostcommonly used approximation for the phase function in biological media. In the eq. (2.7), g isthe average cosine of the scattering angle and it is de�ned in terms of the phase function as:

g =< cos θ >=

∫
4π

p (̂s · ŝ′) ŝ · ŝ′dΩ′

∫
4π

p (̂s · ŝ′) dΩ′
. (2.8)According to its de�nition, g is a quantity which express the anisotropy of the scattered lightafter interacting with the particle and, as such, is called the anisotropy factor.2.1.2 Flux conservationIf we now integrate over all 4π of solid angle in the RTE(eq.[2.1]) we will obtain:

1

c

∂

∂t

∫

4π

I (r, ŝ) dΩ = −∇ ·

∫

4π

I (r, ŝ) ŝdΩ − µa

∫

4π

I (r, ŝ) dΩ +

∫

4π

ε (r, ŝ) dΩ. (2.9)In eq. [2.9] we can recognise some interesting radiometric quantities: the average Intensity Uand total �ux density J which are de�ned in terms of the speci�c Intensity as:
U (r) =

∫

4π

I (r, ŝ) dΩ (2.10)
J (r) =

∫

4π

I (r, ŝ) ŝdΩ. (2.11)Both the the average Intensity U and total �ux density J have units [W/cm2].Inserting the quantities U (r) and J (r) into the eq. (2.9), we obtain the following equationwhich is the equation of �ux conservation:
1

c

∂U (r)

∂t
+ ∇ · J (r) + µaU (r) = E (r) (2.12)In eq. (2.12) we de�ne:
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E (r) =

∫

4π

ε (r, ŝ) dΩ (2.13)measured in [Wcm−1] , as the power generated per unit volume.2.1.3 Di�usion ApproximationThe RTE, being an integro-di�erential equation, cannot deliver simple solutions. Analytic solu-tions of the transport equation exist only for very simple geometries and numerical calculationsrequire large amounts of computational power. Instead of attempting a full solution variousmethods based on simpli�cations or approximations to RTE are available. The most widelyapplied approximation is the di�usion approximation [8]. In the di�usion approximation, whichis also known as the P1 approximation, the speci�c intensity I at point r �owing in direction ŝ,is expanded in a series of spherical harmonics. If this expansion is truncated at the �rst term,this consists the P1 approximation:
I (r, ŝ, t) '

1

4π
Ut (r, t) +

3

4π
Jt (r, t) · ŝ (2.14)where Ut is the time dependent average intensity, and Jt represents the �ux.This approximation reduces Eq. (2.1) into simpler equations where analytical expressionscan be derived. The di�usion approximation assumes that the intensity inside the scatteringmedium can be considered di�usive which means that the photons have undergone multiplescattering events and the light is considered highly incoherent. This is actually the case in amedium, when the scattering coe�cient is much greater than the absorption coe�cient, thephase function is not too anisotropic and we are away from light sources and boundaries.The di�usion approximation can be used to describe the propagation of NIR photons insidebiological tissue since at the wavelength range between 650 and 1100 nm scattering is muchgreater than absorption. However, care should be taken when applying it in the region ofvisible light. A way to treat visible light within the context of the di�usion approximation willbe presented in section (2.3).If we substitute eq. (2.14) into eq. (2.1), multiply by ŝ and integrate over 4π we obtain:

∇U (r) = −3 (µ′
s + µa)J (r) − 3

n

c

∂J (r)

∂t
+

∫
ε (r, ŝ) ŝdΩ (2.15)The eq. [2.15] can be also written as:

∇Ut (r, t) = −3µ′
s

[
n0

cµ′
s

(
∂

∂t
+

cµa

n0

)
+ 1

]
Jt (r, t) +

∫
ε (r, ŝ) ŝdΩ (2.16)In eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), µ′

sis the reduced scattering coe�cient, de�ned as:
µ′

s = µs · (1 − g) . (2.17)



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 14In terms of µ′
s, we shall de�ne the transport mean free path ltr:

ltr =
1

µ′
s

=
lsc

1 − g
. (2.18)which includes the anisotropy factor g.The reduced scattering coe�cient takes into account the anisotropy of the scattering. Wewill focus now on the meaning of the transport mean free path by assuming two limiting cases,when the scattering is fully isotropic and when the scattering is fully anisotropic. The �rstcase means g = 0 and then from eq.[2.18] we have ltr = lsc. This means that the radiationcan be scattered to any direction after travelling one scattering mean free path. On the otherhand if the scattering is highly anisotropic then g ∼ 1 and ltr ∼ ∞. This means that radiationis travelling large distances without changing its direction. Therefore, the transport meanfree path (1/µ′

s) can be understood as the average distance that a photon travels before itspropagation direction is completely randomized by a series of scattering events. In other words,
1/µ′

s de�nes a distance where the scattering can be regarded as isotropic.The reduced scattering coe�cient and the absorption coe�cient express the inherent prop-erties of the tissue and were �rstly used for tissue imaging since there are cases that theirvalue is correlated with the pathology of the tissue [51, 52]. The magnitude of µ′
s in a tissueis determined in part by the concentration of micron-sized optical heterogeneities, such as thecell organelles [10, 53] while the absorption coe�cient µa depends on the concentration andabsorption cross-section of various chromophores, such as the hemoglobin that resides in bloodvessels [6].2.1.4 Fick's LawAs presented in the previous section, if Eq. [2.14] is introduced in the time-dependent expressionfor the Radiative Transfer Equation, one �nally reaches the following expression for an isotropicsource in a medium with absorption coe�cient µa, reduced scattering coe�cient µ′
s and indexof refraction n0:

∇Ut (r, t) = −3µ′
s

[
n0

cµ′
s

(
∂

∂t
+

cµa

n0

)
+ 1

]
Jt (r, t) (2.19)In eq. [2.16] we �nd two characteristic times:

ttr =
n0

cµ′
s

=
n0

c
ltr (2.20)being the average time required for J to travel one transport mean free path distance, and

ta =
n0

cµa

(2.21)



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 15being the characteristic time of �ux J to change due to absorption. For the case of a continuouswave light source Eq. [2.16] is reduced to:
J (r) = −

1

3(µ′
s + µa)

∇U (r) . (2.22)which is Fick's law for the di�usion of the average intensity.2.2 The Di�usion EquationThere are several variations of the di�usion equation depending on the approximations takenthrough its derivation, as can be seen form the analysis in section (2.1.4). The limits of validityof the di�erent di�usion equations have been studied in di�erent publications [54, 8] and thereis no consensus on what is the best expression. In this section we will derive a widely used formof the di�usion equation.When inserting the function for the �ux J from the Eq. [2.22] into the equation of the �uxconservation (Eq. [2.12]), we obtain a di�erential equation for the average Intensity U :
n

c

∂U (r, t)

∂t
+ 5[D∇U (r, t)] + µaU (r, t) = E (r, t) (2.23)with the following di�usion coe�cient:

D =
1

3 (µ′
s + µa)

. (2.24)This equation was presented in ref. [8], and is one of the most commonly used expressions. Weshould also say at this point, that in our analysis so far we assumed a homogeneous medium,meaning that both s and µa are constant throughout the medium. This assumption seemsexaggerated when refering to such a complex and anisotropic medium as the biological tissue.However the di�usion approximation has been extensively tested against tissue experimentsand accurately predicts light propagation inside tissue even when assuming constant opticalproperties [9].2.3 High absorbing mediaTheoretical studies in describing the propagation of light were stimulated by the initial experi-mental observations that NIR light is travelling the tissue and thus optical imaging techniquescan be developed. The majority of the theoretical works were based on the di�usion approxima-tion to provide a simple and analytical expression for describing the propagation of NIR lightinside the tissue [8]. One of the major assumptions when introducing the di�usion approxima-tion is that the scattering is much stronger than the absorption. According to Figure (2.21),



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 16this is the case for the spectral region between the 650 and 1100nm where the absorption islow and the scattering is the primary interaction between light and tissue.Recently, the Green Fluorescent Protein(GFP) and its derivatives have been proposed asexcellent probes, in terms of brightness and speci�city, for molecular imaging studies. The GFPmolecule as well as other commonly used �uorescent proteins have their excitation and emissionpeaks in the visible spectrum (see �gure[2.2]) where the scattering becomes comparable to theabsorption (µ′

s ' µa).This means that we have to reconsider the theory developed for the high scattering regime,in order to model the propagation of the light that excites the �uorescent probes as well as thepropagation of the �uorescent light that is emitted.

Figure 2.2: The excitation and emission spectra of the GFP molecule, against the absorptionspectra of two main blood componentsMany research papers are devoted to explore the range of validity of the di�usion approxi-mation [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. When dealing with strong absorbingmedia, the measured intensities strongly deviate from the ones predicted by the standard dif-fusion equation. This has been attributed to a failure of the di�usion approximation and itis believed that the di�usion approximation furnishes accurate results only for high scatteringover absorption di�erences, where light has su�ered multiple scattering events and can thus betreated as di�usive [60]. Some researchers, however, have proposed the use di�usion approx-imation after expanding its limits of validity in order to cover the strong absoprtion regime.Their approaches has been focused on the di�usion coe�cient and the role of absorption co-e�cient µa in it. The dependence of the di�usion coe�cient with absorption is used to be acontroversial issue and many studies have been published dealing with the expression of thedi�usion coe�cient [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Within this work we shall use the formula presentedin Ref. [65], in which a modi�ed form of the di�usion coe�cient is used. This solution applies amodi�ed di�usion coe�cient with a weighted dependence on the absorption coe�cient [71, 72].



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 17This solution has been experimentally tested and has been shown to describe the propagationof light in highly absorbing media in in-vivo studies [41].2.3.1 The di�usion coe�cient in high absorbing mediaThis subsection is based mainly on studies by Aronson et al [72] and Ripoll et al [71]. In theformer study, an absorption dependent expression for the di�usion coe�cient was presented,while in the latter, the validity of this expression was studied experimentally. The reader isreferred to those studies for a detailed analysis of their approaches.In order to derive an equation capable of managing the propagation in high absorbing mediawe follow a simple analysis. Instead of solving the radiative transfer equation and account forthe strong absorption, we will expand the limits of validity of the di�usion approximation. Thebasic idea of the approach is to account for the strong absorption but within the context ofthe di�usion approximation. We will focus on modifying the di�usion coe�cient in order todescribe the propagation of light in the strong absorbing regime.Following Ref. [25], a useful way to represent the absorption dependence is by writing thedi�usion coe�cient as:
D =

1

3(µ′
s + aµa)

(2.25)where a will generally depend on the absorption, scattering and anisotropy of the medium. Interms of the scattering coe�cient µs, we recall that the reduced scattering coe�cient is writtenas µ′
s = (1 − g)µs.Let us now assume that a continuous source of photons is applied on the source term ofeq.[2.23]. The exact solution of the di�usion equation for a continuous source will be derivedin the next section, however we present here the form of the solution for the average Intensity,U :

U(r) ∼ exp(−
r

Ld
). (2.26)In eq.[2.34], the quantity Ld is the di�usion length. The di�usion length is the distance atwhich the average Intensity decreases by a factor of e. In the next section we will show thatthe di�usion length Ld is de�ned as:

Ld =
√

D/µa. (2.27)We notice that Eq. [2.27] de�nes the di�usion coe�cient in terms of the di�usion length, as
D = L2

dµaand thus has the form of a dispersion relation. Several studies exist that calculatea dispersion relation for the Ld. We consider the anisotropic scattering (g > 0) which is thecase for tissue (typical values of g in tissue range from g = 0.7 to g = 0.95). For anisotropicscattering, an expression for the dispersion can be found in ref.[73]. This expression will notbe presented here for the sake of clarity.If we expand the dispersion equation calculated in ref. [73] and we neglect the orders equal



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 18or higher to two then we will �nd a di�usion coe�cient that has the following form:
D =

1

3(µ′
s + µa)

[
1 −

4

5

µa

µ′
s(1 + g) + µa

]−1

. (2.28)from Eq. [2.28] we see that the di�usion coe�cient depends nonlinearly on the scattering andthe absorption properties of the medium. By comparing the Eq.[2.25] with Eq.[2.28] we �ndthe expression for the a:
a = 1 −

4

5

µ′
s + µa

µ′
s(1 + g) + µa

. (2.29)The deviation in the value of a when considering higher-order contributions in the derivationof D is less than 2% [71]. Typical values of a range from 0.2 to 0.6, being of the order of
0.5 − 0.55 in the case of tissue in the visible, assuming an anisotropy factor of g ∼ 0.8. Inref. [71] optical characterization measurements were performed on highly absorbing tissue-likephantoms, whose absorption coe�cient varied in a controlled way. The modi�ed expression forthe di�usion coe�cient was used in order to reconstruct the optical properties of the samplesand was used to model the propagation of light inside the samples, retrieving the absorptioncoe�cient with great accuracy. In contrast, the other variations of the di�usion coe�cient,namely for a = 1 or a = 0, yielded inaccurate results. For the rest of the analysis presented inthis thesis we will adopt the expression of the di�usion coe�cient given by the eq.[2.25] with abeing given by the eq.[2.29], always among g = 0.8.2.4 Solutions of the di�usion equation for in�nite homoge-neous mediaAlthough the object of the �gure (1.1) is bounded by a surface, it is useful to �nd �rst thesolution for the case of an in�nite medium. The contribution of the boundaries will be accountedfor by using the Green's theorem, as we will see in the next chapter. The Di�usion equationthat we will adopt for the rest of the thesis and which we will referred to as the standarddi�usion equation is given by:

1

c

∂U (r, t)

∂t
− D∇2U (r, t) + µaU (r, t) = E (r, t) . (2.30)This standard du�usion equation can be transformed into a Helmholtz equation by decomposing

∂U
∂t

into frequencies.Looking at the basic scheme of �gure [1.1], we see that there are two sources of light i.e. thelaser source of wavelength λa that illuminates the medium and the �uorescent molecules thatemit light of wavelength λb when excited by the di�use excitation light. We will �rst �nd anexpression for the propagation of the excitation light by applying the excitation source term onthe Eq. [2.30]. Then we will use the derived expression to de�ne the �uorescent source term



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 19and apply it in an analogous way to the di�usion equation in order to derive the propagationof the �uorescent light.2.4.1 The excitation source term: the Continuous Wave (CW) lasersourceThe form of the Hemholtz equation depends on the light source used for the excitation of the�uorescent molecules. Let us consider a continuous wave(cw) laser source irradiating the objectof Figure [1.1]. A common way of de�ning the source within a scattering medium is to considera point source located at z ∼ ltr (where ltrtransport mean free path) inside the medium. Thisapproach to the source term may seem like an overly simplistic approximation but it has beenshown to provide very good results even for small source/detector distances[74] in phantom andin-vivo experiments [5, 8, 39, 75]. This delta function implies isotropic emission of light andthe source term of the Eq.(2.30) can be written as:
E (r, t) → S0δ (r) (2.31)where S0 is the source strength. If we use the Eq.[2.31] as the source term in eq.[2.30] thedi�usion equation of the average Intensity obeys the following equation, which has the form ofa modi�ed Helmholtz equation:

∇2U (r) + κ2
0U (r) = −

S0δ (r)

D
(2.32)where κ0 is the wavenumber:

κ0 = i

√
µa

D
. (2.33)With the aid of Eq.[2.41] the di�usion length Ld is de�ned as:

Ld =

√
D

µa
. (2.34)We recall that, in the previous section the di�usion length was used to de�ne the di�usioncoe�cient: D = L2

dµa.The Helmholtz equation can be solved with the use of Green's functions. With respect tothe eq.[2.32], the corresponding equation for the Green's function is written as:
∇2G (κ |r− rs|) + κ2

0G (κ |r − rs|) = −4πδ (r − rs) (2.35)



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 20and the solution to it, is [76]:
G (κ |r − rs|) =

exp (iκ0 |r − rs|)

|r − rs|
.Therefore, for the case of a point source, the distribution of the average Intensity in an in�nitehomogeneous medium is given as:

U (r) =
S0

4πD

exp (iκ0 |r− rs|)

|r − rs|
(2.36)where S0 is the source amplitude and D is the di�usion coe�cient of the turbid medium.Substituting the κ0 of eq.[2.41] to the eq.[2.36] we obtain:

U (r) =
S0

4πD

exp (−κ |r − rs|)

|r − rs|
(2.37)where κ =

√
µa

D
.If we consider the more general case of a source term that has a spatial distributionE (r, t) →

S(r) then the solution of the di�usion equation gives:
U (r) =

1

4πD

∫

V

S(r) exp (iκ0 |r − rs|)

|r − rs|
dV.2.4.1.1 Time dependent illumination sourcesAlthough a continuous wave laser was used for the experiments of this work, we would liketo present some alternative illumination schemes for optical imaging studies. This sectionintroduces the reader to the concept of the Di�use Photon Density Waves that played animprotant role in the devolepment of the optical imaging techniques in the previous decade[77, 78].When the source of photons in a scattering medium is intensity modulated then the photon�uence inside the medium will oscillate at the same frequency. These scalar-damped travel-ing disturbances of light energy propagation that are created are called Di�use Photon Den-sity Waves (DPDW). Microscopically, individual photons undergo a random walk within themedium, but collectively, a spherical wave of photon density is produced and propagates out-ward from the source. The DPDW are characterized by a well de�ned wavelength, groupvelocity and decay length and have widely used for medical imaging studies based on the in-herent contrast of the tissue [79, 80]. The theory of DPDW is presented below together withtheir special characteristics.As it was mentioned before DPDW are driven by an oscillating source inside the turbidmedium. Let us assume that the source term is intensity modulated at a frequency ω:
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E (r, t) = S0 (r) + S0 (r) exp [−iωt] (2.38)If we apply Eq.[2.38] as the source term in Eq.[2.30] we expect the solution to be written as:

U (r, t) = UDC (r) + UAC (r) exp [−iωt] (2.39)We will solve the problem by concerning only the time-dependent part. The di�usion equationof the frequency dependent component obeys the well known Helmholtz equation:
∇2UAC (r) + κ2

0 (r) UAC (r) = −
S0 (r)

D (r)
(2.40)where κ0 is a complex wavenumber:

κ0 (r) =

√

−
µa (r)

D (r)
+ i

ωn

cD (r)
. (2.41)As can be seen from the eq. (2.41), κ0 is frequency dependent.2.4.2 The �uorescent source termLet us assume the case of a biological medium that contains a distribution of �uorescent probesand is illuminated with a laser light of wavelength λa, that is close to the excitation peak of the�uorophores. The incident light will propagate inside the tissue in a di�use way and will excitethe �uorescent molecules which will emit photons of a di�erent wavelength λb. The �uorescentphotons will travel in a di�use way inside the medium. In order to model the propagation ofthe �uorescent photons, we will solve the eq. [2.30] by applying to it the expression for the�uorescent source term.

Figure 2.3: Two-level model for the �uorescence of the GFP.



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 22The �uorophores act as secondary source of �uorescent light upon excitation by the incidentlaser light. In order to express the �uorescent source term, we approximate the �uorophoresas two-level systems and we also assume that the medium has no gain (�gure [2.3]). Althoughthis approximation seems simplistic for modeling the molecular �uorescence however it o�erssimple expressions for deriving the �uorescence term and it is commonly used for tomographicimaging studies implying �uorescence molecules. The number of excited molecules per unitvolume is given by the rate equation.
∂Ne(r, t)

∂t
= −ΓNe(r, t) + σfluoUexc(r, t)[Nt(r, t) − 2Ne(r, t))], (2.42)where Ne(r, t) is the number density of �uorescent molecules in the excited state at positionr and time t, Nt(r, t) is the total number density of the �uorescent molecules (the sum ofexcited and ground state molecules), σfluo is the absorption cross section of the molecule at theexcitation wavelength λa, Uex(r, t) is the excitation average Intensity and Γ is the total decayrate from the excited state to the ground state.For a cw excitation source (eq.[2.37]), which is the case of our laser system we reach a steadystate (∂Ne

∂t
= 0) and the number of �uorescent photons emitted per unit volume becomes:

Ne(r, rs) =
σfluoNt(r, rs)

Γ + 2σfluoUexc(r, rs)
Uexc(r, rs). (2.43)Typical values of the absorption cross section are in the order of 10−6cm2. The �uorescentlifetime for the �uorophores used is in the order of nanoseconds, so Γ ∼ 109. For Intensitiesin the order of ∼ mW

cm2 , which is the case for the intensities used in our experiments, Γ �

2σfluoUexc(r, rs), and eq.[2.43] becomes:
Ne(r, rs) '

σfluoNt(r, rs)

Γ
Uexc(r, rs). (2.44)The source term of the �uorescent light which represents the number �uorescent photons emit-ted per unit volume per second is thus

Sfluo(r, rs) = ΓηNe(r, rs) = ησfluoNt(r, rs)U
exc(r, rs) (2.45)where η is the �uorescence quantum yield.2.4.2.1 The Born approximationIn order to get an expression for the source of the �uorescent light emerging from all the�uorophores inside the volume we will make the following approximation. We will assume �rstorder only scattering interaction between the excitation intensity and the source of �uorescence,and we will treat the �uorophores as absorbers with σfluo being the absorption cross section ofthe �uorophore. In the Born expansion we write the intensity that excites the molecules as a



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 23sum of the incident Intensity, i.e. the intensity that is present in the absence of the �uorophoreand the scattered Intensity, Usc(r, rs) that reaches the molecule after being scatterred by otherabsorbers (see �gure[2.4]).
Uexc(r, rs) = U inc(r, rs) + Usc(r, rs). (2.46)

Figure 2.4: Representation of the �uorescent ligth generated upon excitation in medium con-tainig �uorophores. The black line shows the excitation of the �uorophore by the excitatonlight. The dashed line show the excitation of the �uorophore by the scattered light in thepresence of surrounding absorbers. The green line shows the �uorescent light reaching thedetectorIn the Born approximation, we do not consider the non-linear e�ect that the presence ofthe other absorbers creates on the excitation Intensity: we assume that the average Intensityincident on the �uorophore is the same as in the absence of �uorescent and absorbing sources.
Uexc(r, rs) ' U inc(r, rs) (2.47)This approximation is valid for a weakly absorbing spatial distribution of absorbers and hasbeen used successfully in biologic media hosting �uorescent molecules.2.4.2.2 Propagation of �uorescent lightA continuous wave point source with an optical wavelength that falls within the absorption bandof the �uorescent molecule, creates an excitation light distribution which excites the �uorescentmolecule. The �uorescent photons then add to create a �uorescent �eld originating from thesource �uorescent distribution. The �uorescent radiation is assumed to be well separated inenergy from that of incident photons so that we safely ignore the possibility of the excitationof the �uorescent molecules by the �uorescent re-emission.



CHAPTER 2. THEORY OF DIFFUSE LIGHT 24The propagation of the �uorescent light is given by the di�usion equation (eq.[2.30]) for the�uorescent wavelength λb, assuming a weakly absorbing spatial distribution of �uorophores(seesection(2.4.2.1)).The propagation of the �uorescent light may be determined by integration overthe contributions from all �uorophores [81]:
Ufluo (r) =

σfluoη

4πDb

∫

V

Nt(r)U
inc(r1, rs)

exp (−κb |r − r1|)

|r− r1|
dV1, (2.48)where κb =

√
µa(λb)
D(λb)

.It would be useful to write the general solution solution for the �uorescence propagation interms of the Green's function according to the analysis of section (2.4.1):
Ufluo (r) =

σfluoη

4πDb

∫

V

Nt(r)U
inc(r1, rs)g (κ0b|r− r1|) dV1. (2.49)with κ0b = iκb. Finally, by applying the eq.[2.37] to eq.[2.48] we obtain:

Ufluo(r) =
σfluoηS0

16π2DbDa

∫

V

exp (−κa |r1 − rs|)

|r1 − rs|
Nt(r1)

exp (−κb |r − r1|)

|r − r1|
dV1. (2.50)We notice that the �uorescent �eld is a superposition of two �elds with di�erent wavenumbers:one has the wavenumber at the excitation wavelength κa =

√
µa(λa)
D(λa)

at the excitation wavelength
λa and the other has the wavenumber κb at the �uorescence (emission) wavelength λb. In eq.[2.50] , Nt(r1) gives the spatial distribution of the density of the �uorescent molecules and thusis the quantity whose reconstruction is the result of the tomographic imaging.Eq.[2.50] can be written in a more general form, in terms of the Green's functions:

Ufluo(r) =
σfluoηS0

16π2DfluoDexc

∫

V

gexc (r1, rs) Nt(r1)gfluo (r, r1) dV1. (2.51)where the subscripts a and b where replaced with the exc and fluo respectively, in order todenote for the propagation of the excitation and the �uorescent light.



Chapter 3Solutions for bounded mediaAs we saw in section 1.3, the forward problem consists of computing the solutions of a propa-gation model for light, given the geometry of the tomographic scheme. In the previous chapter,the forward problem was solved for the case of an in�nite biological medium. We derived anexpression for the propagation of light emitted by the �uorophores residing inside the subject.However, the surface of the subject has in general an arbitrary shape as implied in �gure(1.1).To derive the expressions for the light that correspond to the real situtation we need to accountfor the contribution of the surface to the light propagation for a subject that has a �nite volume.In the �rst section of this chapter the expression for the light distribution at any positioninside media of arbitrary geometry will be derived. Given that the camera is at a distance fromthe surface of the medium, the light at the boundary need to be correlated with the cameraimages. Thus to complete the forward problem, the propagation of light from the surfaceof the medium to the camera should be modelled and the theoretical model for predictingthe camera images given the light intensity at the surface will be presented. This consists ofmodelling the free space propagation of di�use light emerging from the medium surface andreaching the CCD camera. Theoretical studies of the propagation of light emerging from adi�use medium have driven the instrumentation of non contact tomographic systems. Finally,a means of transforming data from a medium of arbitrary shape into data that would have beenobtained from an in�nite medium will be presented. The information provided by the camerameasurements at the surface is used to e�ectively transform any bounded medium into in�nite.This theoretical approach greatly simpli�es the forward problem since the contribution of theboundary is cancelled from the calculations.3.1 The di�usion approximation in arbitrary geometriesWe will adopt the results from the study presented in ref.[82] for modelling the light insidea di�use medium of arbitrary shape by using the Green's theorem [83]. Let us consider thegeometry depicted in Fig. (1.1) where we have a homogeneous di�usive volume V with di�u-sion coe�cient D, absorption coe�cient µa and index of refraction nin. Taking into account25



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 26rigorously the e�ect of the interface S, the average intensity U(r) generated by a light source
S(r), inside volume V is expressed through Green's theorem as:

U (r) = U (inc) (r) − 1
4π

∫
s

[
U (r′) ∂g(κ|r′−r|)

∂n̂′
− g(κ |r′ − r|)∂U(r′)

∂n̂′

]
dS ′, r ∈V (3.1)where n̂

′ represents the surface normal pointing outwards, g is the Green's function and
U (inc) (r) =

1

4πD

∫

V

S(r′)g(κ |r′ − r|)dV (3.2)is the average intensity obtained in the absence of the surface. Eq. [3.1] gives an expression forthe general case of a light source that has a spatial distribution S(r). In the previous chapterwe saw that there are two sources of light for the forward problem of �gure[1.3], the �rst is thelaser source of wavelength λa, (eq.[2.31]) that illuminates the medium and the second are the�uorescent molecules that emit light of wavelength λb, (eq.[2.45]) when excited by the di�useexcitation light. By inserting the corresponding source term for each case, the expressions forthe di�use light in the presence of boundaries are derived.3.1.1 Boundary ConditionsIn order to �nd a solution at the surface of the medium, the boundary conditions must alsobe considered. For the derivation of the boundary conditions we will assume an interface thatseperates two regions with di�erent indices of refraction. For the case of a biologic mediumthe surface separates the tissue whose index of refraction is usually approximated with that ofthe water, nin ∼ 1.333 and the air whose index of refraction is nout = 1. Within the di�usionapproximation the exact boundary condition for an index mismatched boundary is that thecomponent of the �ux normal to the interface, pointing from the non-scattering medium intothe turbid medium, must be zero [84, 85]:
Jin (r) = 0 . (3.3)In the case where the turbid medium is bounded by a transparent medium (like the tissue-air case) and their refractive indices are substantially di�erent then we must consider all thepossible Fresnel re�ections at the interfaces from the �ux inside the turbid medium [84]. Thezero-�ux condition must also be considered(eq.[3.3]) and therefore it is assumed that all the�ux traversing the interface is toward the non-di�usive medium.

Jout (r) = Jn(r) .Thorough derivation of the boundary conditions can be found in Refs. ([84, 85]). Generally, theboundary condition is expressed as an equation that relates U (r) with J (r) at the interface,
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U (r) = CndJ (r) · n̂ = CndJn(r) , (3.4)where n̂ is the surface normal pointing outwards from the medium, Jn is the total �ux traversingthe interface and Cnd is a coe�cient which takes into account the refractive index mismatch.For the cases of tissue/air interface Cnd ∼ 5 [84, 85].3.1.2 The expression for the �ux at the boundaryLet us now go back to the previous section and equation [3.1]. We will rewrite it in terms ofthe �ux Jn (r) by using the boundary conditions (Eq. 3.4) and the Fick's law at the boundary,which relates the average intensity with the �ux (J = −D ∂U(r)

∂n̂
).

Jn (r) =
1

Cnd
U (inc) (r)−

1

4πCndD

∫

s

[
CndD

∂g(κ |r′ − r|)

∂n̂′
− g(κ |r′ − r|)

]
Jn(r′)dS ′, r ∈S (3.5)The Jn (r) can be found explicitly by solving the above equation. In order to solve the eq.[3.5]let us look again at the quantities of eq.[3.22]. The Green's functions are given from thecorresponding Helmholtz equation of eq.[2.14] that describes the propagation of light giventhe source of light and the optical properties of the medium. In the previous chapter weassumed average values for the optical properties of the medium, namely the scattering andthe absorption coe�cients, in a heterogeneous medium which is the case of tissue. The averagevalues of the scattering and absorption coe�cients are obtained from optical characterizationstudies of the mouse tissue. In this work the applied average values for scattering coe�cient andthe absorption coe�cient are µ′

s = 16 cm−1 and µa = 2 cm−1 respectively. In the next chapter,we will present a means of normalizing the data so that the contributions of the homogeneitiese�ectively cancel out. The use of normalized measurements for reducing the e�ect of opticalheterogeneity in tissue imaging has been experimentally justi�ed [86].Furthermore, for solving the surface integrals of eq.[3.5] the surface geometry must be knownaccurately. A method of retrieving the surface is by applying surface reconstruction algorithmssuch as those proposed in ref.[47]. In these measurements shadow projections of the subjectare captured by a camera when a broad homogeneous white light source illuminates an opaquesubject at di�erent angles. The surface reconstruction was obtained by processing all projec-tions (shadows) [87] using a back-projection algorithm. Details of this procedure can be foundin ref.[88].Accurate algorithms such as the Boundary Element Method [89, 90] or approximations toit such as the Kirchho� Approximation [91], have been developed that provide solutions to theeq.[3.5].



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 283.2 Free space propagation, the basis for non-contact to-mographyWe will refer again to the basic experimental scheme of Fig. [1.1] in order to complete thesolution to the forward problem. The CCD camera detetcts the light emerging from the subjectby focusing on the surface. The expressions for �ux at the surface boundary, Jn(r) were derivedpreviously in this chapter. Once we have studied the way light propagates in di�use media ofarbitrary shape, we have to relate the �ux at the interface to the measurement at the CCD(see �gure 3.1a). To do so we have to account for the free-space propagation of the di�use lightfrom the surface to the camera to transform the values at the focal plane of the imaging systemto values at its image plane.

Figure 3.1: a) the free propagation of di�use light, b) imaging system for a plane in focusLet us consider the geometry of �gure 3.1b which shows an imaging system that projectsimages of the focal plane to the image plane. The measurement at the position R of the focalplane is imaged on the CCD at position R
′. For the case of our experimental setup, the focalplane lies at the surface of the subject and the image plane is at the chip of the CCD camera.The camera, thus is projecting the �ux values at the surface to camera images. In an idealimaging system there is a linear relationship between R and R

′ for the angles that fall withinthe numerical aperture Ω. For the analysis shown here, we will assume that we have an idealimaging system, and we will focus on points lying at the focal plane. In free space the light isnot di�usive and thus in the following analysis all the expressions will be derived in terms ofthe speci�c Intensity (section (2.1)). Since CCD cameras measure power we will recall that thespeci�c intensity was de�ned as the average power �ux propagating along the unit vector ŝ.Let us now assume that the intensity is irradiated from the surface element dS located at
R(see �gure 3.2). By de�ning b as the di�erential surface normal of dS, the total power thatis emerging from R due to dS, to the solid angle Ω is given by the following expression:

P (R) = dS

∫

Ω

I(R,ŝ)b · ŝdΩ (3.6)



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 29As stated earlier for an ideal imaging system, P (R) is equivalent with the power measured atthe image plane, P (R′).

Figure 3.2: a di�erential emitting area dS and its contribution in the stop area AAccording to the �gure 3.2, the solid angle Ω for each position R is de�ned by the area Awhich is the stop area of the imaging system. Let us now express the di�erential angle dΩ interms of the di�erential area dA at the apperture, as:
dΩ =

m · uR−r

|r −R|2
dA (3.7)where m is the normal to the aperture as shown in the �gure 3.2 and

uR−r =
(r − R)

|r − R|
(3.8)denotes for the direction of the speci�c intensity in terms of the position of the measurement

R and the vector r that de�nes the position of the di�erential area dA in the apperture. Byusing the eqs.[3.6] and [3.7] the total power emitted by dS is given by integrating over the totalarea of the aperture:
P (R) = dS

∫

A

I(R,uR−r)(b · uR−r)
(m · uR−r)

|r −R|2
dA. (3.9)We can rewrite the eq.[3.9] as:

P (R) = dS

∫

A

I(R,uR−r) cos θ
cos θd

|r −R|2
dA, (3.10)



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 30where cos θ and cos θd have replaced b · uR−r and m · uR−r.Since there is a direct correspondence between the emitted area dS at R with the detectordi�erential area at R
′ the total power measured by a detector element (a CCD pixel, forexample) due to the power emerging from the surface is given as:

PS(R′) =

∫

S

∫

A

I(R,uR−r) cos θ
cos θd

|r − R|2
dAdS. (3.11)For the case that the dependence of I on R and r is known, this surface integral can be solvedexplicitly and the total power at the detector can be calculated.Let us now assume the limiting case where the distance of the surface from the camera ismuch bigger than the camera's apperture. In practice this can be achieved if we make thediameter of the camera apperture very small. Then the angular dependence in the integral ofeq.[3.10] may be approximated to a constant as shown below:

P (R) = dSI(R,uR−r) cos θ
cos θd

|r −R|2
dA. (3.12)With this assumption, Eq. [3.11] becomes:

PS(R′) =

∫

S

I(R,uR−r) cos θ
cos θd

|r − R|2
dAdS. (3.13)So far, no assumption has been made for the expression of I. We should �nd an equationthat relates the speci�c intensity I with the surface �ux Jn. The surface �ux Jn is given bythe expression of eq.[3.5]. To �nd an expression for the speci�c intensity I we shall introducethe Lambertian approximation [7] which is frequently used to describe light emerging froma di�usive medium into free space. The Lambertian approximation states that the radiancefrom a certain surface point is isotropic, yielding a cosine dependence for the power. It shouldbe stated say that there are studies that have proposed other more accurate approximationsfor the dependency of the speci�c Intensity from the di�use �eld at the surface, however theLambertian approximation is a simple approximation that has been shown to providing accurateresults.Let us assume that a surface S seperates the di�usive medium from the air, then the �uxthrough the surface to the free space is:

J+(r) =

∫

(2π)+
I(r)n̂ · ŝdΩ. (3.14)For an isotropical source, we have n · ŝ = cos θ, and eq.[3.14] gives J+(r) ∝ I(r). Making use ofthe boundary condition that arises from considering Jn = J+ we obtain the following relation



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 31between the speci�c Intensity and the �ux at the boundary.
I(r, ŝ) =

1

π
Jn(r) (3.15)If we introduce the eq.[3.15] to the eq.[3.13] we obtain for the total power at the detector R

′:
PS(R′) =

1

π

∫

S

Jn(r) cos θ
cos θd

|r − R|2
dAdS. (3.16)We can rewrite the eq.[3.16] as:

PS(R′) =
1

π

∫

S

Jn(r)Γ(r, rd)dS, (3.17)in terms of the function Γ(r, rd):
Γ(r, rd) = ξ(r, rd)f(NA, cos θd) cos θ

cos θd

|r − R|2
dA. (3.18)Eq.[3.18] is the function that accounts for light propagation in free-space from the surface tothe detector. In eq. [3.18] we have introduced ξ is a visibility factor that discards surface pointsnot visible from the detector due to surface's geometry, and the function f which depends onthe angle θd between the detector area and the line of sight, and on the numerical apperture,

NA of the detector.The eq.[3.17] expresses a practical thing: once we have the solution for the Jn at theboundary the free-space propagation of the di�use light is accounted for and the values of
Jn at the surface can be related to the camera measurements. If we recall the discussion ofsection(1.3), then with the analysis of this section, the solution to the forward problem hasbeen completed. We have found the expressions that predict the measurements at the camera,
Xprop(r, s, t, λa, λb) given the source Xprop(r, s, t, λa, λb) and the distribution of the �uorophores
N(r) inside the medium.We will discuss now a practical parameter that plays an important role in tomographicimaging, and that is the e�ciency in terms of the computational time. Although we includeda lot of approximations for the derivation of a simple solution, we have to account for thecomputational cost when evaluating data from in-vivo measurements. With the implementationof CCD cameras for tomographic imaging, the size of data sets has signi�cantly grown. CCDcameras chip sizes of 512 × 512 or 1024 × 1024 pixels yield measurement sets in the order of
106 − 108 data.From the analysis of section(3.1.2), we recall that the explicit modelling of the boundariesis needed in order to solve the integral of eq.[3.5] and thus to �nd Jn(r) at the surface. Thecalculation of the surface integral results in great computational needs especially for the case



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 32of camera measurements where 106 − 108di�erent surface points need to be calculated. Amethod that signi�cantly simpli�es and accelerates calculations in the tomographic problemwill be presented in the next section. This approach e�ectively removes the contribution of theboundaries and thus eliminates the need for explicitly modeling arbitraries geometries. The�boundary removal� approach transforms surface measurements to measurements which wouldbe obtained if no boundary was present,i.e. if the di�use volume was in�nite and homogeneous.3.3 From �nite to in�niteThe analysis of this section is based on the study of the ref.[92]. Let us consider the twodimensional case of the problem of �gure (1.1). A di�usive medium is bounded by the surface
S and contains a distribution of �uorescent sources denoted by S(r). The CCD camera ismeasuring from a distance the light that is emerging from the medium (see �gure(3.3a)).

Figure 3.3: a)experimental con�guration for non contact measurements b) transformation ofthe �nite volume into in�niteIn section (3.1.2) we showed that the e�ect of the boundaries was rigorously accounted forto obtain the complete expression for �ux Jn at any surface point of the medium. We rewritethe eq. [3.5] here for convenience,
Jn (r) =

1

Cnd

U (inc) (r)−
1

4πCndD

∫

s

[
CndD

∂g(κ |r′ − r|)

∂n̂′
− g(κ |r′ − r|)

]
Jn(r′)dS ′, r ∈S (3.19)and we recall that the expression for the incident �eld U inc,

U (inc) (r) =
1

4πD

∫

V

S(r′)g(κ |r′ − r|)dV (3.20)describes the in�nite case solution of the given problem.In eq.[3.20], we notice that the quantity S(r) contains all the information for the spatialdistribution of the source strength. The S(r), for example may represent the spatial distributionof the �uorophores times the U (inc)(i.e. the �uorescent emission strength) inside a mouse's body.



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 33The Eq.[3.19], can be rewritten in a way that the �in�nite case� average Intensity(eq.[3.20]) atany position r on the surface is expressed as function of the �ux Jn (r):
U (inc) (r) = CndJn (r) +

1

4πD

∫

s

[
CndD

∂g(κ |r′ − r|)

∂n̂′
− g(κ |r′ − r|)

]
Jn(r′)dS ′, r ∈S. (3.21)If the detector of the tomographic system can measure the surface �ux Jn (r) then we canprovide the measured Jn (r) to the right hand part of the equation 3.21 and we would have thevalues for the U (inc) (r) for the case that no boundary is seperating the medium. The mediumwould then have the same optical properties everywhere in space while retaining the positionand the strength of the light emitting sources (�gure 3.3b). Measuring the Jn (r) is feasible foran experimental setup like the one that is implemented in this work. In this system the CCDcamera focuses on the surface of the medium and measures the energy density at the boundary.By applying the measured Jn (r) to the eq.[3.21], we can derive �the in�nite case� values of theintensity at the positions of a virtual surface lying at the same place where the real surfaceused to be. The in�nite case expression (eq.[3.20]) then, is not representing the real gometryof the problem however it carries in a simple form all the information needed for distributionof the �uorescent sources.We recall here that the primary aim of tomographic problem is not to correctly model lightpropagation for the given geometry of the medium but to reconstruct of the distribution of the�uorescent sources. The explicit modelling of the light propagation contains information forthe �uorescent concentration. But, if this information is expressed in a more manageable form,that would be preferred in terms of computational e�ciency. Since the source information iscontained in the �in�nite case� expressions, the bene�ts from simpler expressions are much moreimportant. In an in�nite homogeneous medium, given that we know the values of the intensityin one position(for example in the virtual boundary), the values of the intensity at any positionin space can be easily retrieved. This allows geometries of arbitrary shape to be transformedinto simple geometries such as a slab.Let us now consider that the CCD is focusing on the medium surface. The CCD camera hasthe capacity to record the light that traverses the di�usive medium and therefore can providevalues to the quantities Jn on the surface. We can imagine each pixel of the camera as seperatedetector. The surface of the medium is �rst discretized into a number of surface elements.Then, we attribute the values measured by the camera to the corresponding surface elementsaccording to the method described in section (3.2).The in�nite-case-average intensity is becoming:

U (inc)
meas (ri) = CndJ

meas
n (ri) +

1

4πD

N∑

j=1

[
∂g (κ |rj − ri|)

∂nj
+ g

(
κ

∣∣r′j − ri

∣∣)
]

Jmeas
n (rj) dAj ,rj ∈S.(3.22)where each surface measurement of area dAj at rj is represented as Jmeas

n (rj). This notation



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 34is introduced in order to distinguish the measured quantities from the theoretical ones, Jn (rj)and dS which give the rigorous solution to Eq.[3.21].In the eq.[3.22], the terms Jmeas
n (ri) are given by the camera images. In order to solve theeq.[3.22], we follow the same process as for the �nite boundary case discussed in section(3.1.2).The green's functions should be calculated given the source distribution and the optical prop-erties of the medium. Furthermore, although the medium has been transformed to in�nite, theextraction of its ��nite case� surface is still necessary and the free space propagation formula isstill needed. To explain this, we notice that the values Jmeas

n (ri) are given from projecting thecamera measurements to the medium surface. The projection of the CCD measurements ontothe surface is the inverse of what proposed in section(3.2), where the free-space propagationformula is presented to relate the outward �ux measured at the interface to the measurementsat the CCD. The surface information is necessary in order to corregister the measurementsfrom the camera to the corresponding position of the animal body. For the surface extractionwe apply surface reconstruction algorithms to shadowgrammetric measurments as discussed insection (3.1.2).Eq.[3.22], imposes an important condition that needs to be met. We should have all valuesof the surface outward �ux measured in order for the series in eq.[3.22] to be equivalent toa surface integral. Our �rst generation tomographic setup incorporating a rotation stage canmeasure the outward �ux over 3600. In ref.[92] Ripoll and Ntziachristos studied the case wherethe surface of the subject is only partially covered. They performed numerical simulations ontissue like media and they calculated the deviations in correctly retrieving the surface integralwhen the number of the surface measurments is reduced. Their study showed that for the casewhere the �uorescent concentration is close to the surface errors in the order of 5% are inducedif the camera is focusing on the area of the body where the targeted organ is expected to lieunderneath. In all the experiments presented in this thesis, we had an a priori knowledge of theposition of the �uorescent concentration since we wanted fast results for testing our technique.The subject was always placed in a position so that the sources of �uorescence were close to thefocused part of the body. For the case that the region where the GFP cells are residing is notknown a priori, the full angular coverage of the body scan is essential for correctly calculatingthe integral of eq.[3.22].To conclude, the boundary removal method permits the use of the in�nite case expressionderived in Chapter two (eq.[2.49]) which we rewrite here for convenience:
Ufluo(r) =

σfluoηS0

16π2DfluoDexc

∫

V

gexc (rs, r1) Nt(r1)gfluo (r1, r) dV1. (3.23)And the �ux Jn(r) at the virtual boundary is found in an analogous way with the �nite case



CHAPTER 3. SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDED MEDIA 35after implying the boundary condition as expressed in eq.[3.4] to the above equation,
Jfluo

n (r) =
σfluoηS0

16π2DfluoDexcCnd

∫

V

gexc (rs, r1)Nt(r1)gfluo (r1, r) dV1, r ∈S. (3.24)Finally the in�nite case values at the virtual boundary are given from the eq.[3.22] whenapplying the measurements of the CCD camera.



Chapter 4Inverse problemThis chapter deals with the second step of our tomographic problem, i.e. the extraction of a�uorescent map inside the body from the camera measurements. In the previous chapter, wesolved the Forward problem according to the geometry of our non-contact tomographic setup.We extracted the equations describing the �uorescent light emerging from a di�usive mediumupon laser illumination and how surface �ux is transformed into camera images.A new method has been presented that e�ectively removes the contribution of the subject'sboundary to the measurements. With this technique the bounded medium has become in�nitecovering the whole space. This technique permitted the description of the forward problemwith the use of the simple in�nite case.This analysis will be used for solving the inverse problem as we will see in the followingsections. We will start by introducing the Normalized Born expression and we will show itsrole in tissue tomography. It will be followed by an introduction to the inverse method whichinvolves the discretization of the imaged volume in small elementary volumes called voxels.Based on the forward model we will formulate a set of linear equations with the contributionsof each one of the voxels to the measured data as the inknowns. An algorithm which is calledthe Algebraic Recontruction Technique (ART) will be used to give the solution to the abovemathematical problem thus extracting the �nal tomographic image.4.1 The Normalized Born algorithmWe will use an algorithm that has been proposed for reconstructing the distribution of the�uorescent concentration in di�use media. Applying this algorithm o�ers great experimentalsimplicity in contrast with previous methods used for the reconstruction of the �uorescentdistribution. The main idea behind this algorithm is that it is using the excitation measurementin order to account for the intrinsic properties of the medium.Before moving to the introduction of the Normalized Born algorithm, we will summarizethe steps of our analysis. In chapter 2 we derived the expression of the average Intensity for thecase of an in�nite medium that contains a distribution of �uorophores (eq.[2.51]). In chapter 336



CHAPTER 4. INVERSE PROBLEM 37we completed the forward problem by accounting for the contribution of the subject's surfaceto the expression of the Intensity inside a �nite medium. We used a method that e�ectivelyremoves the contribution of boundaries to the expression of the �uorescent light and permittedthe use of the simpler �in�nite case� expressions. So far the forward problem is solved, ourmodel can predict the distribution of the light at the boundary of the subject, where the CCDcamera is focusing. Let us go back to the equation that relates the light that is reaching thecamera with the �ux at the surface eq.[3.17]. In the previous chapter we mentioned that theinverse equation can be used to project the camera data to the surface. So far we assumedthat we have an ideal detecting system. In order to fully simulate the power measured by areal CCD chip we have to account for the detector's characteristics like gain and attenuationfactors:
P fluo(rd) = QEλb

E Θf
1

π

∫

S

Θdet(rd)Jn(r)Γ(r, rd)dS. (4.1)In eq.[4.1], QEE represents the detector quantum e�ciency, Θdet(rd) accounts for the detectorgains and Θf is the attenuation of the �lter that measures the �uorescent light. The superscript
fluo denotes that a band pass �lter with a pro�le matching the emission peak of the �uorophoresis adjusted in front of the camera. By applying the expression for the Jn(r) from eq.[3.24] toeq.[4.1] we obtain:
P fluo(rd) = QEλb

E Θfluo
f S0

σfluoη

16π3DfluoDexcCnd

∫

V

∫

S

Θdet(rd)gexc (rs, r1) Nt(r1)gfluo (r1, r) Γ(r, rd)dSdV1(4.2)In eq.[4.2] all the position dependent factors Θdet(rd) need to be calculated for each detectorposition.In order to obtain a more manageable form to insert to the tomographic algorithms, letus assume that the measured subject does not contain �uorophores. We will refer to this asthe excitation light whose expression has been derived in section (2.4.1). The Intrinsic lightdetected by the camera is obtained when placing a �lter for the excitation wavelength λa infront of the camera:
P exc(rd) = QEλa

E Θexc
f S0

1

4π2DexcCnd

∫

S

Θdet(rd)gexc (rs, r1) Γ(r, rd)dS (4.3)Now, we will normalize the measurements for the subject for the �uorescence emission with themeasurements for the case of the same subject for the excitation wavelength. The normalizationmethod accounts for the Intrinsic properties of the medium.
P NB(rd) =

P fluo(rd)

P exc(rd)
= a

σfluoη

4πDfluo

∫

V

∫

S

gexc (rs, r1) Nt(r1)gfluo (r1, r) Γ(r, rd)dSdV1

∫

S

gexc (rs, r1) Γ(r, rd)dS
(4.4)
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a =

QEλb

E Θfluo
f

QEλa

E Θexc
f

, (4.5)is a calibration factor and can be calculated experimentally. This factorThe normalized Born expression normalizes the �uorescent intensity to the tissue hetero-geneities. Another advantage of using the normalized Born expression is that position depen-dent factors are cancelled out.In order to derive the Normalized Born expression the excitation measurement at the samemedium where the �uorescent sources are residing should also be performed. The accuracyof the Born Approximation assuming homogeneous optical properties has been exhaustivelystudied in heterogeneous media in both phantom[86] and in-vivo experiments [41, 39], yieldingexcellent results.

Figure 4.1: A square grid is discretizing the subject into N voxels4.2 Discretization and the weight matrixThe Normalized Born expression is a way to normalize the measured data. In order to extracta tomographic image the medium can then be disretisized into N volume elements, also knownas voxels. To illustrate the discretization of the volume into small elements we will refer to theobject of the �gure (1.1). Although we will analyse the real case of a three dimensional subjectin �gure[4.1] we illustrate the two dimensional case.The center of each voxel is given by rn. Within the Born approximation discretizating thevolume we can represent the volume integrals as summations of N discrete volume elements.In each voxel the function F (rn) is assumed to be constant. The discrete expression for the
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P nborn (rs, rd) =

ησfluo∆V

4πCndDfluo

N

Σ
n=1




Uexc (rsrn)

∫

S

Gfluo (rnr) Γfluo (r, rd) dS

∫

S

Jexc
n (rsr) Γexc (r, rd) dS



F (rn) (4.6)Eq.(4.6) is written for a single measurement, i.e for a source at position rs and a detector atposition rd. When using multiple source detector pairs a linear set of equations arises.Let us assume p di�erent source position and q di�erent detector points, resulting in m =

p × q di�erent measurements, then the set of linear equations can be written in a form ofmatrices:
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the above equation can be written in a simple form as P

nBorn
M×1 = WM×N ×FN×1. The W matrixis called weight matrix. Each matrix element represents the contribution of each voxel to the�uorescent concentration based on the position of the source and the detector. A method tosolve the above set of linear equations is to invert the weight matrix, and this task comprisesthe inverse problem (see section(1.3)).4.3 The Algebraic Recontruction Technique (ART)In the previous section, we presented how the problem of extracting the �uorescent distributioncan be transformed into a matrix inversion problem. Inverting the weight matrix can be per-formed in di�erent ways depending on the size of the matrix. In our case where CCD camerameasurements are involved the number of equations is in the order of 104 and the matrix cannotbe directly inverted numerically.We will use an iterative technique which is called Algebraic Reconstruction Technique(ART). Based on the method of projections, the ART method was originally developed forX-ray tomography. To illustrate better the steps of the technique we will consider a simplercase of the problem of eq.(4.7). We will consider a set of 2 linear equations with 2 unknowns:

W11F1 + W12F2 = P1

W21F1 + W22F2 = P2

(4.8)Each equation represents a line in the two dimensional (F1, F2) plane, as shown in the �gure(4.2).



CHAPTER 4. INVERSE PROBLEM 40The solution (f1, f2) to the system of the two equations is given at the intersection of the twolines on the �gure(4.2). The method of projections consists of starting with an initial guess
(f 0

1 , f 0
2 ), projecting it to the �rst line then consequently projecting the resulting points fromthe one line to the other until the intersection point is reached. Projection from the one lineto the other and back consists of one iteration.

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the ART techniqueWe will correlate now the analysis presented above to the real general case of tomographicmeasurements expressed by the following set of equations (eq.[4.7]),
W11f1 + W12f2 + .... + W1NfN = p1

W21f1 + W22f2 + .... + W2NfN = p2

.

.

WM1f1 + WM2f2 + .... + WMNfN = pM

. (4.9)
In the above set of linear equations, each equation represents a hyperplane in the N-dimensionalspace. The unique solution of the system is given at the point of the N-dimensional space where
M hyperplanes are intersectioned. An initial guess is assumed, (f 0

1 , f 0
2 , ..., f 0

N) and the methodof projections gives the convergence the solution to a unique point. An iteration for this caseis de�ned as one full projection cycle over all the hyperplanes.The extraction of a tomographic image with the inverse method proposed in this section isan ill posed problem and this means that there is not a unique solution. Below we present ananalysis for the case of a well de�ned problem in order to demonstrates the role of the numbers
M and N .We can distinguish three cases depending the numbers of M and N in a well de�ned problem.For the case that M = N the system has a unique solution. For the case that M > N we



CHAPTER 4. INVERSE PROBLEM 41say that the system is overdetermined and for the case that M < N we say that the system isunderdetermined. The �rst case represents the 2×2 system of eq.(4.8) used for illustrating theART method. In order to illustrate the other two cases, we will refer again to the simpli�edproblem of eq.(4.8). When M > N that means that there are more equations than uknownsand that can be illustrated by adding a third line to the �gure(4.2) in order to obtain the �gure(4.3a).

Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of a) an overdetemined problem and b) an overdeterminedproblemIn the overdetermined case the solution does not converge to a single point but rather tothe area formed by the intersections of the three lines. That means that the system cannot givea unique solution. On the other hand the case that the problem is underdetermined is whenthe equations are less than the uknowns. The graphic illustration of the underdetermined caseis presented in �gure(4.3b). At this case the system can have in�nite number of solutions. Forthe case of a tomographic experiment the number of equations is given by the number of thevoxels N comprising the mesh volume. The choice for the number of voxel is mainly governedby the desired resolution for the tomographic reconstructed image. The number of equations
M is obtained by the number of tomographic projections. As we will see in chapter 6, in allcase the number of projections was always graeter than the number of the mesh voxels.



Chapter 5Materials and MethodsThis chapter gives an overview of the instrumentation implemented and the subjects measuredon the experiments of this thesis. As subjects were used both mice and tissue-like phantommedia. In this chapter we describe the mouse models that we measured as well as the �u-orescent probes for labelling speci�c molecules. The biologic function related to each of thelabelled proteins is also presented. Speci�cally T cells and microtubules, stained with the GreenFluorescent Protein comprised the two types of our targets inside the animal body. On theother hand, the tissue like phantom samples whose geometry and �uorescent properties can becontrolled were used for the calibration of the system.In this chapter, we will also give an overview of the instrumentation developed for performingoptical tomographic measurements. A new tomographer was developed that tomographicallyimages �uorescence activity inside living systems. The major innovation of the system is thatit works in a non contact geometry resulting in simple experimental procedures while providinghigh resolution tomographic images. The experimental setup underwent muptiple changesand improvements throughout this work. The �rst generation system incorporates a motorizedrotation for the angular movement of the subject. Implementation of the rotation stage permitsthe full angular coverage of the animal body by the camera and the recording of angularprojections for the tomographic algorithms. In the second generation system the subject islying down on a plate while the camera is focusing from the top. The second generation setupwas developed in order to improve issues like ease of use, animal comfort, information contentand versatility in examining a great palette of subjects. For the validation purposes we choose tocompare tomographic reconstructed signal against the actual number of �uorescent cells presentin the targeted organ as provided by the cell sorting ex-vivo method of �ow cytommetry.5.1 Transgenic miceTransgenic mice expressing GFP under control of CD2 promoter in all T-cells (CD2-GFP)were generated as described in ref.[93]. Transgenic mice were backcrossed for at least tengenerations in the C57Bl/10 (B10) genetic background. All mice were bred in the Institute42



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 43of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology animal facility under barrier conditions in accordancewith established guidelines. Experiments were carried out with four- to six- weeks old maleCD2-GFP transgenic and B10 control mice.In collaboration of the Erasmus Medical Center Rotterdam (EMCR) we performed tomo-graphic measurements on the testis of GFP CLIP-170 mice. It is known that the CLIP-170protein is resides in spermatogonia. The CLIP-170 is a microtubule plus-end-tracking proteinthat has been implicated to the male germ-cell development from initial studies showing thatmale CLIP-170 knock-out mice are subfertile. Along with the knock-out mice, GFP CLIP-170knock-in mouse models have been generated to study the function of the CLIP-170 protein.Recent studies involving the GFP CLIP-170 knock-in mice showed that CLIP-170 protein hasa structural function in the spermatogenesis process, in particular in spermatid di�erentiationand sperm head shaping. Although, GFP-CLIP170 is expressed most abundantly in testistubules, there is a localized staining of CLIP-170 in other tissues like in skeletal muscle. Inskin, the protein is expressed to keratinocytes and in lymphnodes is expressed in dendriticcells. The generation of the transgenic mice expressing the GFP-CLIP170 fusion protein in allmicrotubules is described in ref. [[94]]. All mice were bred in the Erasmus Molecular Centerin Rotterdam, Nederland animal facility. Experiments were carried out with twenty - week oldmale CLIP170GFPki transgenic mice and seventeen week old C57BL6 control mice.5.2 Tissue-like phantomsTissue phantoms have been widely used for validating models of light propagation [95]. Thematerial of the phantom should mimic the optical properties of tissue in terms of the scat-tering coe�cient, the anisotropy factor, the absorption coe�cient and the index of refraction.For �uorescent imaging studies a tissue phantom should also host a known concentration of�uorophore with well-known spectral properties.Aqueous solutions made of Intralipid and Ink are widely used for simulating the opticalproperties of tissue. Intralipid based phantoms can be used either in liquid or solid form, in thelatter case when adding a hardener to the solution. Intralipid is an emulsion of water and soybean fat used for intravenous feeding of hospitalized patients. It is a polydisperse suspension ofparticles with an average diameter of ∼ 0.4 µm, but a relatively wide range of sizes (i.e. from
∼ 0.1 µm to ∼ 1.1 µm). Ink is used to simulate the absorption of tissue. Following the recipeof ref.[95], the optical properties can be controlled by varying the concentration of Intralipidand Ink. For the �uorescenct concentrations inside the medium we used CFSE1 that excibits a�uorescence peak at 525nm and is widely used for simulating the emission of the GFP molecule.A highly puri�ed agar powder (A-7049, Sigma, USA) is dissolved in distilled water in theappropriate concentration (1%) and heated up to the melting temperature of 95 oC. We bringthe mixture to a boil using a microwave oven. The agar solution alone has negligible absorption1



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 44and very low turbidity. Thus, the desired scattering coe�cient of the phantom are reached byadding appropriate amounts of Intralipid (IL) (Pharmacia, Italy), as a scattering medium. Withthis recipe the absorption coe�cient of the phantom can also be adjusted by adding Ink to thesolution. Borosilicate micro capillary tubes(Blaubrand, intraMARK) with an outer diameterof 1.6 mm and an inner diameter of 1.2 mm containing CFSE are embedded in the phantommaterial in order to induce a �uorescent concentration in a desired position inside the medium.5.3 Experimental setupThe implementation and development of a noncontact system for imaging living subjects ofarbitrary geometry was the main aim of the work presented in this thesis. The continuousdevelopment resulted in the materialization of two di�erent experimental setups. In bothsetups, the basic idea is driven by the need of a versatile system for performing non contactmeasurments according to the basic experimental scheme shown in the introduction chapterof this thesis. In the following sections the technical characteristics of the two systems arepresented.

Figure 5.1: System setup for 3D in-vivo small animal imaging with all the main componentsnumbered: (i) cw Ar+ Laser, imaging chamber (ii) shown here transparent for illustrationpurposes, (iii) x-z-translation stage with �ber, collimation optics and laser line �lters, (iv)custom made di�use light source for back illumination, (v) rotation stage with custom madespecimen holder, (vi) CCD camera, (vii) 50mm f/2.8 objective lens, (viii, ix) multi mode �berwith mount, (x) rail for rotation stage, (xi) Iso�urane vaporizer, (xii) custom made chamberfor deduction, (xiii) camera power supply.



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 455.3.1 First generation setupThe �rst generation system developed for performing non-contact Fluorescence Molecular To-mography is shown in �g. [5.1]. For the excitation of the �uorescent probes a cw Argon-IonLaser (LaserPhysics, Reliant 1000m, West Jordan, UT 84088 USA) (i.) was used. The laseremits at several wavelengths through the visible spectrum. The main laser lines are at 458 nm,at 488 nm and at 514.5 nm. By placing �lters in front of the laser source we choose the wave-length depending the excitation spectrum of the �uorescent probe. For all the experimentspresented in this thesis we used the 488 nm laser line for exciting either the CFSE �uorophoreor the GFP �uorescent protein. Protection against ambient light sources was provided by acustom-made 5mm-thick aluminum chamber (ii.) (shown transparent in �g.[5.1]).A motorized X-Y translation system (model 8MT167-100, Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania) (iii.)provided the scanning of the illumination points on the surface of the target. The rotation stage(model 8MR180, Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania) (iv.), where the subject was placed, was �xed inan upside-down position on a frame, which can be moved on a rail (v.) along the optical axisof the camera. The signal acquisition was provided by a thermoelectrically cooled 16bit CCDcamera cooled down to −70 C0, with a chip size of 1024 × 1024 pixels (Andor Corp., DV434,Belfast, Northern Ireland) (vi.). The CCD camera is equipped with a SIGMA 50mm f/2.8objective (Sigma Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) (vii.), which was focused onto the subjects areaclosest to the camera. The CCD was mounted on one of the side plates of the chamber. Inthis particular setup, for the recording of the di�erent projections, both the laser source andthe sample can move while the camera is �xed on one side plate of the aluminum imaging box.The system can be operated in either re�ection or transmission geometries depending on therelative positioning of the translation stages with the beam collimating optics for the scan. Thetranslation stages can be mounted either on the camera side (in re�ection geometry) or in theoptical axis of the camera (in transmission geometry) for performing a wide range of experimentsfor super�cial or deep tissue probing, respectively. Data acquisition was performed on a 3.0 GHzPC with 512 MB RAM (viii.). Anti re�ection coated emission band pass interference �lters(55mm diameter) were used for signal detection of the various probes (Chroma TechnologyCorp., Bellows Falls, VT, 05101 US). For the excitation of the GFP molecule we applied a
488± 1.5 nm bandpass �lter(488FS03-25,Andover,USA) in front of the laser. For the recordingof the GFP emission a 10 nm bandwidth �lter (centered on 510 nm) was used. The excitationmeasurements were performed with a 55mm narrow-band �lter for 488nm in front of the camera.The laser was coupled with a 600µm UVAN multimode �ber, NA=0.22, l=1.5m (FiberTechGmbH, 12459, Berlin, Germany) (ix.), and mounted on a 25mm x-y stage on a micro bank railsystem (Linos, Germany). The beam was then aligned with a beam collimator to produce a 2mmdiameter beam at the target. The whole system was mounted with a custom made holder tothe X-Y translation stage. For the reconstruction of the three dimensional shape of the mousea custom-made homogeneously illuminating source was constructed using an array of white



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 46LEDs and two �at highly scattering white sheets of PMMA (x.). A Tec-3 Iso�urane vaporizer(xi.) (Lumic International, 21220 Baltimore MD) was used for induction and anesthetizationof the subject. The output of the vaporizer could be directed either into the imaging chamberto a mask on the rotation stage for maintaining anesthesia throughout the measurements orinto a separate chamber (see (xii.) in �g.[5.1]).

Figure 5.2: The second generation setup for non-contact in vivo imaging : (i) cw Ar+ Laser,(ii) imaging chamber, (iii) mirrors, (iv) scan head, (v) large mirrors, (vi) transparent plate,(viii) CCD camera, (ix) computer, (x) geometry extraction setup, (xi) Iso�urane vaporizer,(xii) custom made chamber for deduction, (xiii) camera power supply.5.3.2 Second generation setupThe setup used for the measurements is shown on �gure[5.2]. In respect with the �rst setup,the main di�erence is that the subject is lying down on a horizontal stage instead of being �xedin an upright position. The horizontal geometry was preferred because of its simplicity andalso in terms of comfort for the mouse. In the new setup the positioning of the illuminationsource and the camera was changed accordingly.In the second generation system, beam from the laser (i.) is guided inside the imaging box(ii.) with the aid of 2 mirrors(iii). The beam is entering a laser scanning device (Scancube 7,ScanLab)(iv.) which incorporates a system of mirrors mounted on miniaturized galvanometermotors (see �gure[5.3]). The motors are controlled to move the mirrors and thus guide the laserbeam into two directions. The above mentioned system is used to perform a scanning on thesample under study. The laser light is guided to the sample with the use of two large rectangularmirrors (mirror 4-6 Wave,73mm × 116mm, �rst surface mirror, Edmund Optics)(v.). The oneis permanently mounted on the top plate of the aluminum box while the second lies on the



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 47optical table and moves on a rail between two �xed positions (position 1 or 2) depending thegeometry of the scanning. For measurements in the re�ection geometry the bottom mirror ismoved forth, inposition 1 so light is illuminating the sample from the side of the camera afterbeing re�ected initially by the bottom mirror and then by the top mirror. For transmissionmesurements the bottom mirror is placed in position 2(see �gure[5.4]).

Figure 5.3: Scan head and the route of the laser beamThe sample is placed on a transparent glass plate with an anti-re�ection coating (Glassplate,High AR coated 96-99%(400-700nm),5′′×7′′,Edmund Optics)(vi.). The dimensions of the glassplate are 5′′ × 7′′ and is mounted on a X-Y-Z translation stage (Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania)(vii.). Depending the resolution demands the height can be adjusted with the movement onthe Z axis. The X-Y movement aligns the subject in respect with the camera axis. The plate ismounted to the stages with a simple custom made clip system so that it can be easily removedand put back in the setup for the case of repetitive measurements. The CCD with the objectivelens adjusted on (viii.) is mounted on the upper plate of the imaging box. Data acquisitionwas performed on a 3.0 GHz PC with 512 MB RAM (ix.).

Figure 5.4: White light image that shows the major components of the second generation setup.The bottom mirror can move back and forth enabling measurements on both the re�ection andthe transmission geometry



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 48The geometry of the subject is extracted by using a white homogeneous white light sourcethat rotates around the subject(x.). A small CCD camera is positioned on the opposite sideof the circle from the white light source. An aluminum arm holds the source and the detectorand is mounted on a rotation stage. The circular movement is driven by a motorized rotationstage so that shadow projections are recorded for each angle of the arm.

Figure 5.5: The setup for the geometry extraction. The plate of the stage is removed from theclip system of the main setup and placed on the surface extraction setup.5.3.2.1 Fast laser scanningThe two motors can be controlled to move continuously in contrast with the step-by-stepmovement for the recording of the various projections. The exposure time of the camera isthen controlled to record light as long as the movement lasts. This one projection measurementcannot be used in the tomographic algorithms, however it is a fast means to view the �uorescenceactivity in one image. These images are similar with those recorded by planar �uorescencesetups [31]. A dense illumination pattern can be also applied for performing full coverage ofthe area. This type of measurement can been used to provide information of the origin of�uorescence signal before placing the sources for the tomographic scanning.5.3.3 Synchronization of the devicesMeasurements are performed via a custom made Labview program which controls the syn-chronous operation of the di�erent components of the setup. The Labview sets and maintaina desired temperature of the camera chip throughout the experiment. The Labview program



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 49initializes and controls the movement of the motorized components like the motorized stagesor the galvanometer of the laser scanning device. Moreover it sets the exposure time of eachcamera shot. For the recording of the di�erent projections the control program triggers thecamera to record whenever the source or the subject has changed position.5.3.4 Comparison between the two systemsThe implementation of the rotation stage in the �rst setup permitted the movement of thesubject in parallel with the movement of the illumination source. Additional recording ofangular projections adds to the total number of projections enhancing the information contentof the tomographic measurements. Another usefull feature of the rotation stage is that di�erentbody areas can be measured by turning the body area of interest in the �eld of view of thecamera. In contrast, in the second generation system recording of di�erent angular projectionsis not feasible. The horizontal positioning of the subject allows measurements only for twoprojections, at 00 and at 1800. The tomographic projections are only provided by scanning thelaser source. The lack of angular projections could be balanced by recording large projection setsoccuring from dense illumination patterns comprised of many source positions. Furthermore,access to di�erent body areas is feasible with the new system by manually exposing the regionof interest to the camera.In comparison with the �rst generation system the second imaging system o�ers signi�cantadvantages in terms of simplicity and ease of use. The animal is simply placed on the plateand the only concern is to secure that the anesthesia gas is �owing into the animal's nose. Incontrast in the �rst generation system the greater e�ort is needed to mount the animal on therotation stage and to adjust the mask in its head. In addition the new system o�ers comfort tothe animal when compared with the uncomfortable upright position of the subject on a rotationstage. In the new system, the animal lies on the stage in a physically relaxed position. In thisthesis measurements performed in both systems are presented. Another important feature of thesecond generation setup is that shifting between the transmission and the re�ection geometryis greatly simpli�ed. In the new system the geometry of the illumination is chosen by simplyshifting the bottom mirror back and forth. Performing measurements in both geometries canenhance the information content of the measurements.5.4 Multi-subject TomographyIn the second generation system it is possible to place more than one subject under the �eldof view and thus multi-subject imaging is feasible. The �eld of view of the camera permitshigh throughput measurements. Within this work multisubject imaging has been performedfor the case of two mice placed on the stage. However given the size of the subjects is relativelysmall tomographic measurements can be performed on even bigger number of subjects. In this



CHAPTER 5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 50con�guration the laser grid is adjusted to scan all the subjects.The number of mice that can be placed is restricted by the �eld of view of the camera andthe resolution requirements. Higher �elds of view permit the imaging of many mice at the sametime. On the other hand, greater �elds of view result in lower resolution limits. Therefore thechoice for the optimal con�guration depends on the resolution requirements and the �eld ofview of the camera. In the work presented here multi-subject measurements were performedon both adult and newborn mice. The anesthesia �ow was modi�ed to provide anesthesia inall subjects imaged.

Figure 5.6: The �eld of view of the camera permits the performance of high throughput mea-surements. The motorized stage provides di�erent levels of magni�cationMulti subject tomography, is the most e�cient way of achieving the same experimentalconditions when comparing two living subjects. In particular it o�ers direct comparison ofGFP positive against control animals since both are measured under the same experimentalconditions. The laser source can irradiate the subjects with identical source grids and directcomparison is feasible. Finally we should state that the magni�cation of the camera imagesdepends on the resolution requirements. Magni�cation is increased by moving the subject closerto the camera. In the �rst setup this is achieved by shifting the rotation stage on the rail whilein the second setup the mouse holder is adjusted on a motorized stage that can move along thecamera axis (see �gure[7.6]).5.5 Flow cytometryThe �ow cytometry method was used to validate the FMT results and correlate them with theactual levels of expression inside the targeted organs. GFP cells from the targeted organs wereanalyzed after sacri�cing the animal at the end of the FMT measurements.
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Figure 5.7: A simpli�ed illustration of the �ow cytometry principleFlow cytommetery analysis is a means to sort cells according to their �uorescence. In a�ow cytometer individual cells traveling single �le in a �ne stream pass through a laser beamand the �uorescence of each cell is rapidly measured (�gure[5.7]). A vibrating nozzle generatestiny droplets, most containing either one cell or no cells. The droplets containing a single cellare automatically given a positive or negative charge at the moment of formation, dependingon whether the cell they contain is �uorescent; they are then de�ected by a strong electric�eld into an appropriate container. Occasional clumps or cells, detected by their increasedlight scattering, are left unchanged and are discarded into a waste container. The facs analysisdistinguishes and counts the GFP positive from the non �uorescent cells. The �ow cytommetrytechniques allows large numbers of cells to be analyzed rapidly and automatically. For theexperiments of this work, single cell suspensions were prepared from the targeted organs, aftersacri�cing the animal. Total number of cells were counted and the percentage of GFP expressingcells was determined by �ow cytometry on a FACS (Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorter) Calibur�ow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and analyzed with CellQuest software.
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Figure 5.8: Flow cytometry data displayed as a histogram. The �uorescence intensity (x-axis)is plotted against the frequency at which this type of event occurs (y-axis)A typical FACS analysis is shown in �gure[5.8] as a histogram. The y axis represents thenumber of cell counts and the x axis represents the levels of expression. The histogram shows thedistribution of the �uorescent cells over the various levels of expression. Since the �uorescencetomography reconstructs the number of �uorophores the FMT results were correlated with thenormalized average of the distribution of the number of cells at the di�erent levels of expression.This is given with the following expression:
Normalized Average =

N∑
1

n(l) × l

N∑
1

n(l)

(5.1)In expression (5.1), n(l)is the number of events as a distribution over the levels of expressions
l.



Chapter 6Experimental protocolIn this chapter we will describe all the steps followed for performing an experiment. Theprocedure starts by properly treating and anesthetizing the animal before placing it into thesetup. We will deal with the levels of anesthetic gas and the oxygen as well as with the shavingprocess to remove the strongly absorbing fur. Next we describe the experimental steps untilwe have the complete set for measurements. The data processing follows in order to obtaininga tomographic image.6.1 Mouse treatmentThe adult mouse models of our study had a black fur covering their body. When performingoptical measurements, the black fur causes attenuation on both the illumination light enteringthe body and on the light emerging from the body. For this reason, shaving of the mouse furis necessary, in order to expose the skin at the region of interest.Whether involving the shaving of the fur or the immobilization of the animal during themeasurements, subject treatment is strongly correlated with the anesthesia process. Anesthesiaof the subject is necessary for the immobilization and the manipulation of the animal. We couldanesthetize the animal in two ways, either by an intraveneous injection of a liquid anestheticor the inhalation of a gas anesthetic. Treatment demands strongly depend on mouse age, asis the anesthesia of choice as well as the corresponding doses. Thus, according to the ages ofour subjects we classi�ed the mice into two groups. Newborns of age up to two weeks old areincluded in the �rst category and from this age up to 4 months in the other.Avertin is a liquid anesthetic and is administrated via intraveneous injection. Avertin dosesdepend on the weight of the mouse and on the time you maintain the animal under anesthesia.In particular, 13 µL/g for mice of weight below 10 g 1 is enough to maintain the animalanesthetized for at least 30 minutes. Exceeding the above limits may become fatal for thesubject. Recovery of the mouse may take tenths of minutes and is strongly suggested to avoid1Typical mouse weights are in the order of 10 g for mice of 1 moonth old, 20 g for mice of 2 months old and30 g for mice of 3 months old 53



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 54the use of gas anesthesia immediately after due to possible interaction between Iso�urane andAvertin. In cases when both types of anesthesia were used, Iso�urane anesthesia was providedat least 16 hours after the Avertin anesthesia. The main advantage of Avertin is that it o�ers�exibility in manipulating the mouse, i.e. when shaving of the hair is needed, in contrast tothe gas anesthesia which requires the adjustment of a mask and the continuous delivery of gas.On the other hand, the maximum time under anesthesia by using Avertin cannot exceed 30minutes and this limits its use for short experiments or for just shaving the mouse. FurthermoreAvertin cannot be administrated to newborns since it is a strong anesthetic.weight (gr) 8-16 16-20 20-28 >28Avertin doses (µL/gr) 13 14 15 16Table 6.1: Typical Avertin doses for maintaining the subject under anestesia for ∼ 30 minGas anesthesia is the method of choice for long experiments or for newborn mouse treatment.New born mice need special treatment since they are very sensitive and dependent on theirmother. The anesthesia begins by setting the Iso�urane �ow to 4 L/min and the Oxygen �owto 1 L/min. After two to three minutes, we set the level for the oxygen to 2 L/min andthe Iso�uorane to 2 L/min and we maintain these conditions throughout the measurements.Once the data collection is over we set the iso�urane to zero while leaving the oxygen �owfor a couple of minutes. Mice of greater age also exhibit greater mobility and thus they wereinititally placed into a chamber where the Iso�urane can be delivered. The output of thevaporizer could be directed either into the imaging setup for maintaining anesthesia throughoutthe measurements or into a custom chamber necessary for pre-tranquilization when attachinga mouse to the holder. Then the subject could be easily placed inside the imaging setup, witha mask adjusted to his face for the delivery of Iso�urane. The �ows of the Iso�urane and theOxygen were adjusted to 3 L/min and 2 L/min for the case of the chamber. When the mask isadjusted oxygen and Iso�urane �ows should be set to 4 L/min and 1.5 L/min respectively. Theabove values are not general and each mouse may have a di�erent response to gas anesthesiaso for each di�erent subject the �ows should be speci�cally adjusted until normal breathingfrequency was acquired. Normal breathing is also important in order to minimize movementdue to muscle contraction. However the �ows shold not vary a lot from the ones presentedabove. The main advantage of the Iso�urane is that it o�ers the possibility of keeping theanimal under anesthesia for longer times, although the need of a mask compromises furthertreatment in terms of �exibility. However, during measurements the mouse should stay stilland thus we chose to anesthetize the subject with Iso�urane.The shaving process lasts from 10 to 30 minutes depending on the area of the skin that youwant to expose. When using Avertin the doses should be adjusted to cover the time neededfor completing the shaving. Regarding the shaving procedure, we �rst trim the hair with an



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 55ordinary hair cutting machine. The remaining hair is then removed by using hair removingcream (Nair). We smooth on a thick, even layer to cover the hair. We leave the cream, inititally,for a maximum of two minutes. Great care should be taken not to exceed two minutes to avoidburning of the animal skin, which is quite sensitive. Then, we gently wipe o� the cream andhair with a pad and we rinse skin thoroughly with lukewarm water and we pat dry. One weekold mice have not grown fur yet, so no shaving is needed. Fur growth on their back startsone week after their birth while in their front side it starts after two weeks. All the newbornsmeasured had not grown fur yet.

Figure 6.1: White light images showing di�erent positions of the subject depending on thegeometry of the targeted organ and the experimental setup used. a) the mouse is �xed on therotation stage of the �rst setup and his whole body is captured by the camera. b) the testisof the mouse are bulging out while the mouse body is inserted into a hollow cylindrical tube.c) the neck area of the mouse is imaged from the top by the camera, in the second generationsetup. d) the mouse is lying down on the stage of the new setup with its side facing the camera.6.2 Experimental protocolInitially, the subject is placed and �xed on the holder of the system. The way the subject is �xeddepends of the position of the organ imaged and the resolution demands. In the experimentsof this work we used two setups. Figure[6.1] shows di�erent white light images of several of thegeometries used for in vivo imaging depending the targeted organ. In the upper row, images ofthe �rst generation setup are shown while the second row has images of the horizontal setup.



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 56In �gure 6.1a the mouse is �xed in the upright postion while a custom made base is supportingthe body from below. We see that the magnitude of the objective is adjusted to cover thewhole mouse body and thus whole body measurements can be performed. The con�gurationof �gure 6.1b involves the imaging of �uorescence activity inside the testis of the mouse. Wesee that the mouse body is inserted into an plastic falcon tube whose bottom is open. Thetestis and the tail are exposed to the �eld of view of the camera. In this experiment the cameraobjective is adjusted to high magni�cation since we target the testis area of the mouse. In the�rst generation setup the subject can move at di�erent angle positions and multiple angularprojections can be recorded.Regarding the second generation setup, �gure 6.1c shows the mouse lying down on the plateof the setup while his ventral side is facing the camera. The camera is focusing on the neck area.The mask providing the gas anesthesia is is adjusted to the mouse head. Finally �gure[6.1d]we focus on the side part of the animal body. In the second setup di�erent angular projectionsof the body can be visualized after turning the mouse body manually. In contrast the �rstsetup incorporates a motorized stage that o�ers the angular movement of the subject for thecomplete coverage of the mouse body. However, the new setup o�ers signi�cant advantagesin terms of comfort as can be seen from these images, since the mouse is simply lying downinstead of being stretched on the rotation stage of the �rst setup (see �gure(6.1a)).

Figure 6.2: The arrangement of sources at 4 angle positions6.2.1 Data collectionOnce the subject is �xed the sources and/or and the angle steps are set using the LabViewTMsoftware. The arrangement of sources is chosen according to the size and the shape of thetargeted organ while the number of sources is based on the resolution requirements and theduration of the measurements. Since we wanted to test our technique in a fast way, we choseto point the sources directly to the area of the body where the targeted organ is expected tolie underneath. However, in case that the place of the �uorescent concentration is not knowna priori, a full body scan can be performed, given that the time for the measurements doesnot exceed the limit of keeping an animal under anesthesia. We will present at this point anexample of the steps folowed for performing an experiment. Without loss of generality, theexample concerns an experiment performed in the �rst generation setup(see �gure[6.1a]). Let



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 57us assume a transgenic mouse whose T cells in all the lymphoid organs are expressing GFP. Ourtarget organ is the thymus, which is located in the chest area of the body ∼ 6mm below the skinabove the heart. The re�ection geometry is chosen and the illumination is perfomed from thesame side with the camera. The laser beam irradiated the subject at the upper anterior torsowhere the thymus is located a few millimeters below the surface. In the second experiment, thescanning was performed on a vertical line employing 3 sources with the step size being 2.5 mm.In this case the subject was measured at 4 angular positions in steps of 10 degrees. Figure[6.2]shows the arrangement of the sources and the di�erent angle projections for this particularexperiment.Once the source positions have been set, then the �uorescence and excitation signals are ac-quired with the corresponding �lters. For the case of the GFP molecule we choose to illuminatewith the 488 nm laser line. Figure[6.3] shows the pro�les of the �lters used for the collectionof the excitation and �uorescence intensity with respect to the excitation and the emissionspectra of the GFP. In this �gure we also present an auto�uorescence measurement obtainedexciting with the 457 nm laser line and recording with the �uorescence �lter (510±5 nm). Theauto�uorescence measurements accounts for the auto�uorescence of tissue, which is high in thevisible range of the light spectrum. The idea behind the auto�uorescence measurement is toilluminate at a wavelength far from the excitation peak of the GFP in order to mostly record theauto�uorescence emitted by the tissue. The auto�uorescence measurement is not inserted intothe tomographic calculations, however it can be used by subtracting it from the �uorescencemeasurement. This method is used to enhance the contrast between the �uorescence and theauto�uorescence background noise. An example of the auto�uorescence subtraction is given inthe results chapter for the visualization of the lymph node's position.

Figure 6.3: Three combinations of �lter pro�les and laser lines for the recording of the �uores-cence, the excitation or the auto�uorescence intensityThe laser power being delivered depends on the geometry used, whether it is in re�ectionor in transmission. For the �uorescence measurements, for both re�ection and transmissiongeometry the laser power was in the order of tenths of milliwatts. For the excitation measure-ments laser power was in the order of tenths of milliwatts for the transmission mode and in theorder of tenths of microwatts for the re�ection mode. In order to form the Normalized Born



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 58image for each projection two measurements were taken: one corresponding to the �uorescenceemission, and one corresponding to the excitation wavelength. Thus, two images are recordedfor each source position and/or rotation angle resulting in a Nx ×Ny ×Ns ×Nr array of imagesfor each type measurements, where Nx and Ny are the number of pixels in x and y directionrespectively (1024 × 1024 or 512 × 512 for the case where a 2 × 2 binning is applied to thecamera), Ns is the number of sources and Nr the number of angle steps.

Figure 6.4: a) normalized Born averaged over all the source positions for one angular projection.b)the selected detector grid for the reconstruction processFinally, for the geometry extraction, 72 shadow images are recorded. The homogeneouslight source illuminates the subject and the camera records one image for each 5 degrees anglestep. The whole experimental procedure for each of the mice as described above took about 45minutes, the �uorescence, excitation and the geometry measurements included.6.3 Data treatmentOnce the experiment is done, data is processed for the extraction of the tomographic image.The normalized Born approximation is calculated by dividing the �uorescence measurementswith the excitation measurements.

Figure 6.5: Normalized Born data of a transgenic mouse expressing GFP cells in the thymus



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 59Each pixel in the camera can serve as a single detector, resulting in a detector array ofthousands of single detectors. In a means similar to the pixel binning, combining the signalof adjacent pixels can make them one e�ective superpixel. Depending on the position of thetargeted organ we choose the detector area and then we apply a detector grid. Detectors mayoverlap although in all the experiments presented here the detectors were chosen to be separate.In the experiment presented the detection area used was a 14 × 14 detector grid covering anarea of 14 × 8.5 mm2. Typical surface areas for detector elements are in the order of 0.1 mm.In �gure[6.5] we present Normalized Born detector data at four angular projections.Once the surface of the subject is extracted the Normalized Born image is the mapped ontothe 3D surface. Before describing the procedure of mapping the Normalized Born image ontothe surface area, we present in the following section the geometry extrraction process.6.3.1 Surface geometry extractionA series of shadow and white light images of the subject in each rotation angle was acquired inorder to reconstruct the 3D surface. For the 3D surface measurement 71 rotational steps withan increment of 5◦ and an integration time of 50 msec for each projection were required for a3D map of the subject reliable enough to perform optical Tomography. Due to the fact thatthis technique deals with di�use light, variations on the order of the mean free path (which istypically in the order of ∼ 1 mm), do not have an impact on the reconstructed image. Thismeans that while the surface may change during the surface acquisition due to breathing, anaverage surface is retrieved which is accurate enough for Fluorescence Molecular Tomography.6.3.1.1 Surface Reconstruction AlgorithmThe surface information was obtained, by using the simple approach of adding all the projections(shadows) of the specimen, equivalent to the Radon transformmethod [47] with a constant �lter.Before doing so, each image I for each projection angle θi was thresholded converting it into abinary image I,
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Max{I(x, y, ϑi)},which we have found to be the most robust approach for several signal tonoise cases, ensuring proportional application of the thresholds to the existing illuminationintensity, instead of using, for example, a �xed number of counts. Results for the geometryextraction algorithm are shown in �gures[6.3.1.1a] and [6.3.1.1b] where we present the raw andthe thresholded data, respectively, for a single projection.Once all images have been thresholded, the axis of rotation has to be determined. One



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 60way of �nding the position of the axis of rotation when dealing with the radon transform is to�nd where the variance in the reconstructed image is maximum vs. the center of rotation [96].This technique, however, does not yield good results when dealing with binary images as in ourcase, and especially with specimens subject to small changes in position due to breathing, forexample.

a) shadow image as aacquired from the system, b) shadow image thresholded to 50% of maxi-mum intensityWe have found that the most reliable approach for �nding the position of the axis of rotationis to determine the position as the one that minimizes the error between each projection andits mirrored 180ocounterpart, using the following formula:
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} (6.2)Eq. (6.2) is used for each (θi, θi + π)pair, and the �nal axial position is found as theaverage. We emphasize that Eq. (6.2) has proven to be very useful in-vivo where slightchanges in position over time are observed. Once the axis of rotation has been determined,each angular projection is added up, forming the 3D volume occupied by the specimen. Thenthe surface can be easily extracted by �nding those values slightly under unity (which wouldcorrespond to those pixels that appear in all projections) and using Matlab's (The Mathworks,Inc.) edge-based isosurface extraction algorithm. We have found that selecting the surface asthe boundary of those pixel values that are over 0.8 consistently yields good results. Resultsfor the subject presented in �gure[6.3.1.1] are shown in �gure[6.6a] and [6.6b] for the raw andthresholded reconstructed slices, respectively. A coarse surface mesh is shown in �gure[6.6c],for 9033 triangular mesh vertices (typical numbers of vertices used are 90000). The �nal resultfor the case under study is shown in �gure[6.6d] were the surface was rendered giving eachtriangular mesh a grayscale color related to the intensity obtained for a white light image forrepresentation purposes and in order to accurately identify anatomical landmarks.
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Figure 6.6: Backprojected data for one slice (each slice corresponds to one pixel line of theCCD) obtained with 72 projections, b) thresholded data, c) reconstructed surface mesh, d)rendered reconstructionOne of the main drawbacks when using this type of approach is the fact that convex surfacescannot be reconstructed. However, to our bene�t very few regions of the small animals used forimaging actually present convexity. Amongst them would be for example the regions under thefore and hind legs. When the complete (convex and concave) surface areas are needed, moreadvanced surface extraction approaches should be used such as 3D surface cameras [45, 46] orspatially modulated illumination patterns [97].6.3.2 Data projectionThe procedure followed for mapping the data onto the 3D surface is described in detail insection[3.2]. In order to project the camera images on the surface geometry we have used thenon-contact equations that model free-space propagation of di�use waves. The camera imagesare then projected on the surface of the animal body (see �gure[6.7]). Figure[a] shows the �atimage with the marked detector area of detectors while in [b] the camera images are renderedin the upper part of the reconstructed surface.
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Figure 6.7: . a) �at image with marked detector area of 10 x 10 detectors c) mapping of theNormalized Born image onto the 3D surface of the bodyThe next step in the data treatment is the transformation of the �nite case data into �in�nitecase� data according to the procedure described in section[3.3].6.3.3 InversionThe mesh is chosen with respect to the position of the targeted organ. The thymus is located inthe upper anterior torso area so the corresponding region of interest is chosen and the volumeis discretized into voxels for the formation of the mesh volume(see �gure[6.8]). For our case thenumber of mesh voxels was chosen to be 4000 voxel elements.

Figure 6.8: a) the three dimensional surface of the mouse b) the mesh volume that correspondsto the chest areaThe normalized measurements from multiple projection are inverted with the Algebraic



CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 63Reconstruction Technique with positive restriction2 in order to retrieve the spatial distributionof the �uorescent concentration. Typical inversion times for 10 iterations were in the order of1 minute on a 3 GHz Pentium 4 Processor with mesh values ranging from 2600 to 4000 voxels.

Di�erent views of the reconstructed concentration rendered together with the three dimensionalgeometry of the mouse bodyDi�erent views of the reconstructed concentration rendered together with the three dimen-sional geometry of the mouse body are shown in �gure[6.3.3]. The shape of the reconstructed�uorescence map and its location inside the body strongly match with the anatomic character-istics of the thymus.

2positive restriction is introduced to secure no negative recostructed values are obtained



Chapter 7In vivo experiments and resultsA variety of experiments were performed in both tissue like phantoms and mice. The method-ology described in the previous chapter was applied to reconstructing the �uorescence signaleither from CFSE �led tubes immersed in phantom media or GFP expressing T-lymphocytesin the case of CD2-GFP transgenic mice or GFP CLIP-170 microtubule �plus-end tracking�proteins in the case of the GFP CLIP-170 mice.In the �rst section of this chapter, we present measurements on cylindrical high scatteringphantom media containing �uorophores. The aim is to demonstrate the capacity of the systemto quantify �uorescent signal from tubes containing di�erent �uorophore concentrations insidescattering media. Next we present measurements on the lymphoid organs of both newborn andadult CD2-GFP mouse models. The cervical lymph nodes and the thymus were the primarytargets. Fluorescence signal was also detected from the armpit lymph node in the case of thenewborn mice. We also demonstrate the implications arising due to the strong auto�uorescencewhen attempting to image the spleen. In another experiment we followed the �uorescenceactivity of the thymus over a period of the 5 �rst days of the life of a newborn mouse and wealso monitored the cervical lymphnode at di�erent time points.Finally, we present a study on measuring the �uorescent activity related to spermatogenesisby targeting the testes of GFP CLIP-170 mice. Tomographic imaging of �uorescence from thewhole volume was peformed with measurements over a period of 10 days.7.1 CalibrationIn this experiment we studied phantom data as a means of calibrating our setup. To thatend, measurements were performed on a hollow 20 mm Te�on cylinder with a wall thicknessof 0.5 mm �lled with an agarous solution with a reduced scattering coe�cient µ′
s = 15 cm−1and an absorption coe�cient µa = 1.4 cm−1 in order to test the quality of the reconstructedsurface and its impact in the 3D reconstruction of �uorophore concentration. Quanti�cationmeasurements have been performed using borosilicate micro capillary tubes of 1.6mm outerand 1.2 mm inner diameter containing di�erent CFSE concentrations (1 µmol, 50 µmol and64
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100 µmol solved in 1×PBS solution with pH of 12) embedded in the phantom at a center tocenter distance from the capillary to the cylinder of 5 mm. The total number of projectionswhere 4 at 0, 10, 20 and 30 degrees with respect to the incident sample position where the tubeis in the closest position to the camera, for a source grid of 9 sources spanning from −8.5 mmto 8.5 mm in the x direction and −5.9 mm to 5.9 mm in the y direction in respect to the centerof the image. The detection area used 18 × 12 detector grid covering an area of 2.00 cm2.Results for the reconstructions are shown in Figure [7.1]. Fig. [7.1a] presents the 3Dreconstructed surface of an agarous phantom with reconstructed �uorescence for the re�ectionmode. As can be seen in this �gure, both the radius of the cylinder and the position of thecapillary tube containing CFSE are retrieved with an accuracy of approximately 5% (pleasenote that the center of rotation is not necessarily located at the origin). A cross section in thex-z plane is shown in the inset of Figure [7.1b].

a) 3D reconstructed surface of an agarous phantom with reconstructed �uorescence using a50 µmol concentration of CFSE in 1x PBS with a pH of 12. The micro capillary was placedin a center to center distance of 5 ± 0.05mm in respect to the center of the phantom, b)reconstructed mean �uorescence intensity values achieved with the FMT system vs. CFSEconcentration in the micro capillary tube of the agarous phantom (1µmol, 50µmol, 100µmol).(inset shows cross section of the reconstructed �uorescence according to the values given in a).The results for the quanti�cation are shown in Fig. [7.1b] where reconstructed mean �uo-rescence intensity values achieved with the FMT system vs. CFSE concentration in the microcapillary tube of the agarous phantom are presented. As can be inferred from this �gure, theFMT reconstructed values can be calibrated to re�ect actual concentration of CFSE. It mustbe noted that this type of calibration has to be performed for each �uorophore under study ifone intends to represent the measurements in terms of �uorophore concentration. Also, eventhough this quanti�cation study has been performed in a homogeneous phantom with opticalproperties similar to those of mice in the GFP excitation range, we would like to state that



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 66thorough studies of the e�ect of inhomogeneities present have been presented [86] proving thatthe �normalized Born� approach used here is extremely robust, even in highly heterogeneousmedia.

Figure 7.1: Picture of an opened mouse showing some of the lymphoid organs along with someof the main body organs.1)thymus, 2)heart, 3)lung, 4)liver, 5)stomach, 6)spleen, 7)pancreas,8)kidneys, 9)cervical lymph nodes, 10)axiliary lymph nodes, 11)inguinal lymph nodes.7.2 Imaging of the lymphoid organsWe chose to classify the T-cell imaging experiments into two categories depending the age ofthe subject. Apart from the treatment requirements, the main di�erence between the two kindsof subjects is that newbor mice exhibit less tissue absorption. In newborns, their small size andthe absence of a thick fat layer beneath the skin results in less absorption and thus the signalto background ratios are bigger. It should be also stated that imaging in the visible range ofspectrum results in large auto�uorescence signal in the background. There are cases such asthe thymus and the lymph nodes where the �uorescent signal originating from the targetedorgan is greater than the background auto�uorescence. However in the case of the spleen thelevels of GFP �uorescence and auto�uorescence limit the ability in reconstructing the targetedorgan. Figure7.1 is a picture of an opened mouse where the positions of the some lymphoidorgans together with some of the main body organs are shown.7.2.1 Adult mouse imagingSince our mouse models contain GFP-expressing T cells we focused our study in imaging theorgans on which the T-cells are residing, the thymus, the lymph nodes and the spleen in an



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 67initial attempt to assess the systems ability in measuring �uorescence activity from cells in thelymphatic system. The measurements were performed in re�ection mode with the ventral side ofthe mouse facing the camera. This geometry was found to be more suitable for detecting signalsoriginating from shallow regions, as in the case of the targeted organs (thymus, lymphnodes,spleen). The number of sources were chosen during each experiment by estimating where theorgan/organs under study were expected to be, taking into account the anatomy changes dueto the subjects positioning. The desirable resolution and the duration of the whole procedurewhile the subject is under anesthesia were also taken into account.

Figure 7.2: Normalized Born data of a CD2-GFP mouse expressing GFP in the T cells vs.a b10 control mouse for four di�erent angle steps overlaid on the corresponding white lightimages7.2.1.1 Thymus imaging: comparison with a control mouseTaking into account the strong absorption of light in the visible spectrum, the thymus of 4− 6week old mouse containing ∼ 108 T cells and located 4 mm deep beneath the skin was ourprimary target. A tomographic image of the thymus was presented in the previous chapter asan example to following the steps of the reconstruction process. In all the cases presented herethe measurements from the GFP animals are compared with the measurements on a controlmouse. For the case of the example of the previous chapter, measurements with the samesettings were performed in a control mouse and the comparison in terms of the signal strengthare shown in �gure[7.2]. The signal at the thymus in the GFP-positive mouse is high whencompared with the one of the control mouse. The origin of the signal for the case of the controlmouse is tissue auto�uorescence.



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 68While in the example of the previous chapter, the measurements included angular pro-jections, we show here �uorescence reconstruction when projections are provided by a twodimensional laser scanning. The measurements were performed 4 week old male mice. Forboth the transgenic and the control mouse the thymus scan comprised of 5× 5 sources in stepsof 2 mm. The body area scanned was the front part of the mouse body at the level of thethymus. For the reconstruction, 20 × 20 detectors were used covering an area of 12 × 12 mm2.Typical Normalized Born data obtained from the thymus of a transgenic and a control mouseare shown in Figures a and b respectively. The �gures show Normalized Born data averagedover all sources overlaid on a white light image of the mouse. The dimensions of the overlaidframe match those of the selected detection area.

Figure 7.3: Normalized Born data from the thymic area overlaid on the white light image of ana)CD2-GFP transgenic mouse and b) a B10 control mouse obtained after averaging all sourcesfor an x-y source scanningTypical Normalized Born data such as those presented in Figures 2 serve as forward datafor the reconstruction of the 3D maps of the �uorescence activity according to the procedure ofChapter 6. In �gure[7.4] the 3D reconstruction of a thymus is presented for the case of a laserscan.In the chest area, apart of the thymus there are also two lymph nodes located in contact withthe thymus. These nodes which are also known as �Mediastenial nodes� have a very small sizecompared with the thymus and they contain two orders of magnitude less T cells. Althoughthe resolution of the setup is not enough for the visualization of these nodes, however theirsignal is added to the reconstructed intensity. In �gure (7.4), the reconstructed object locatedon the left side of the thymus is an artifact caused by the concave shape of the mouses chestwall on that area, which we present to exemplify the type of artifacts expected in non-contactmeasurements. Artifacts do not always arise but are very common in all optical tomographyapproaches.While running the reconstruction algorithms for the case of the control mouse and applyingthe same parameters as for the case of the GFP mouse, we obtained 4 times lower signal,corresponding to the skin auto�uorescence. At the end of the measurements the mouse was



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 69sacri�ced and the exact number of T cells present in the targeted organ was determined with�ow cytometry analysis and correlated with the FMT results. The thymus of this mouse wasfound to have 3.2 × 107 GFP positive cells.

Figure 7.4: Di�erent views of a 3D reconstruction of GFP activity in the thymus of a CD2-GFPtransgenic mouse in vivo. The reconstructed signal is rendered to the 3 dimensional surfaceof the animal. An orthographic view of the tomographic image is shown in a). b) c) d) showthe coronial, the axial and the sagittal view of the reconstructed thymus rendered to the 3Dsurface..7.2.1.2 Cervical lymph nodesThe cervical lymph nodes (see �gure[7.1]) are located in the neck, symmetrically placed withrespect with the head tail axis of the mouse body. The cervical lymph nodes are excellenttargets due to their super�cial position. We present here an experiment on a female 4 week oldtransgenic mouse. Figure[7.5a] shows the white light image of the mouse placed horizontallywith its ventral side facing the camera on the stage. The measurements were performed inthe horizontal setup in re�ection geometry. For laser scanning we used a 4 × 9 source grid insteps of 1 mm in the x direction and in steps of 2.5 mm in the y direction. The average of theNormalized Born data of the mouse is shown overlaid on the zoomed area of the neck of themouse(see �gure[7.5b]).



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 70The normalized Born data show, that the signal is originating from three lymph noderegions. The number of the cervical lymph nodes generally varies between subjects. We havereported cases of mice exhibiting di�erent numbers of nodes at each side of the neck. Similarto the case of the �Mediastenial nodes� discussed in the previous section, when the nodes ofeach side are closely placed the tomographic reconstruction cannot resolve the structure of eachindividual node. However the �uorescence signal from all the nodes residing in the targetedarea is added and reconstructed by the tomographic algorithm, and can be correlated with theresults of the FACS analysis. The number of the nodes present at each mouse is derived aftersacri�cing the animal at the end of the tomographic measurements.

Figure 7.5: a) white light image of the animal with his ventral side facing the camera. Thedashed frame shows the targeted body area for imaging the cervical lymph nodes. b) NormalizedBorn image of the targeted organ averaged in all source positions.For the reconstruction process example the detector area is comprised of 28 × 18 detectorscovering an area of 14× 9 mm2. Finally a 14× 9× 3 mm3 mesh volume was chosen discretizedinto 27000 voxels. The tomographic images of the lymph nodes of two mice rendered to thewhite light image are presented in �gure [7.6].

Figure 7.6: Reconstructed �uorescent signal from the GFP expressing T cells inside the cervicallymph nodes rendered into the white light image of two miceFigure[7.6] presents an example of monitoring the �uorescence activity in two mice simulta-



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 71neously portraying the capacity of the horizontal setup for the performance of high throughputmeasurements.7.2.1.3 Spleen imagingSpleen is a potential target for �uorescence measurements, given the large number of T cellsthat it contains(∼ 107cells) and its super�cial position. However, imaging of the spleen islimited due to its high content of blood and its location among organs that exhibit strongauto�uorescence.The positioning of the mouse for perfomingmeasurements on the spleen is shown in �gure[7.7a].The mouse is lying on the stage with its side in the �eld of view of the camera. From �gure[7.7b]showing the normalized Born measurement overlaid on the white light image of the mouse, wesee that the signal detected is high. However, when measuring a control mouse under the sameexperimental parameters, we detected similar signal levels due to the auto�uorescence of thetissue. We then perfomed a measurment on an open transgenic mouse in order to locate theorigin of the �uorescence signal. The measurements showed that the �uorescent light is notoriginating only from the spleen, but the surrounding organs exhibit strong �uorescence as well(see �gure[7.7c]).Tissue auto�uorescence is one of the main problems when imaging in the visible spectrum.Tissue auto�uorescence appears as a uniform background signal on the recorded images, es-pecially in the re�ection geometry, and compromises the resolution and detection limit of thetomographic method.

Figure 7.7: a) the white light of the mouse position for targeting the spleen area, b) thenormalized born measurment at the spleen area, c) normalized Born measurement of the spleenarea in an open mouseIt should be stated that in the results of the above sections (thymus and lymph node imag-ing), even though auto�uorescence was present, the �uorescent signal emitted from the targetedorgans even higher and the tomographic images were not signi�cantly a�ected, reconstructingthe GFP concentration.
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Figure 7.8: a) normalized Born measurement of the spleen area in an open mouse. Spectra ofseveral of the organs surrounding the spleen after exciting with the 458 nm line for the case ofa GFP b) and a control c) animal. The frames on the graphs correspond to the pro�le of the�uorescence �lter used for the tomographic measurementsIn �gure[7.8a] the di�erent organs surrounding the spleen are indicated. We see that the Tcells areas inside the spleen exhibit strong signal �uoreschence appearing as small bright dotsamong a high absorbing blood background. The surrounding tissue excibits strong auto�uo-rescence, as can be seen in �gure[7.8a].We thoroughly examined the spleen area by opening the mouse and measuring a spectrumof each organ of the spleen area and the results are presented in �gures[7.8b] and [7.8c]. Inorder to quantify the �uorescence of the organs of the spleen area, we measured their emissionspectra. Measurements were performed in an open mouse in-vivo and apart from the spleen, wemeasured the stomach, the intestine and the pancreas. The results are presented in �gures[7.8b]and [7.8c] for the case of a GFP transgenic and a control mouse respectively. We notice thatthe signal from the spleen of the GFP mouse is bigger than the signal from the control, asexpected. However the auto�uorescence of the surrounding organs is high and comparable withthe GFP �uorescence of the T cell areas (see �gure[7.8b]).The presence of the auto�uorescence of the surrounding tissue results in small contrast inimaging the spleen. In addition the auto�uorescence also adds to the auto�uorescence noise.7.3 Newborn imagingMeasurements on newborn mice o�er advantages in terms of the signal strength detected. Inmice of few days old, tissue absorption is small and thus the signal to noise ratios achievedare greater than in the case of the adult mice. By performing tomographic measurements indi�erent time points we can monitor the growth of the population of the residing cells overtime.



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 737.3.1 Thymus monitoringIn this experiment we monitored the progression of the T cell population of the thymus. Figure[7.9a] shows a white light image of the mouse stage with two 4 days old male mice (the GFPpositive mouse is on the left, the control mouse is on the right).

Figure 7.9: a) White light image of the setup stage with two newborn mice. b) Direct com-parison of the normalized Born intensity between a control (left) and a GFP transgenic(left)mouseThe advantages of multisubject tomographic imaging have been analyzed in the instrumen-tation chapter; apart from the capacity to perform high throughput measurements, multisubjectimaging minimizes the di�erences in the experimental conditions when comparing di�erent sub-jects. Since the size of newborn mice is much smaller than that of the adult, the stage wasraised to a higher position (see �gure[7.6] and compare with �gure[7.5a]). We targeted theupper body area in order to measure the GFP signal originating from the thymus.

Figure 7.10: Reconstructed thymus rendered into the white light image of the mouseA scanning grid of 3× 8 sources in steps of 1 mm in the x axis and 2 mm in the y axis wasapplied on each mouse. The Normalized Born data averaged in all source positions are shownin �gure[7.9b]. Strong �uorescense signal is emerging from the thymus area of the transgenicmouse while the signal of the control is due to tissue auto�uorescence. For the reconstruction



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 74we chose a 14×20 detector grid covering an area of 7×10 mm2 while the mesh had a volume of
7×10×5 mm3 discretized into 36000 voxels. Figure[7.10] shows the reconstruction of the thymusrendered to the white light image of the mouse. The shape of the thymus is reconstructed whilereconstruction artifacts are located mainly in the edges of the mesh volume.

Figure 7.11: Tomographic image of the �uorescence signal originating from the thymic area forthe case of a control(left) and a GFP mouse(right) .Multi subject tomography o�ers the ability to compare the �uorescence signal at the levelof the reconstructed data. When running the tomographic algorithms with the identical pa-rameters direct comparison of between di�erent subjects can be perfomed. In the experimentpresented here we chose to compare a transgenic animal against a control one. Note thattomographic images of di�erent transgenic animals can also be extracted and compared. In�gure[7.11] the reconstructed data from the control mouse are artifacts. By calculating themean value of the reconstructed signal for each mouse of this experiment we can quantify thedi�erence in �uorescence activity originating from both mice. We found that the GFP signalis one order of magnitude greater than the control when selecting the same regions of interest.We performed repetitive measurements to monitor the thymus growth over the �rst 5 daysafter the birth of the mouse. Monitoring of the number of T cell residing inside thymus isperformed by calculating the mean value of the reconstructed values at every time point. Inorder to account only for the reconstructed values of the thymus volume a region of interest isselected with respect to the thymus positioning inside the body. The calculation of the meanreconstructed value is perfomed within the region of interest selected. The values correspondingto the reconstructions of each day are plotted against the time points as shown in �gure[7.12].Figure[7.12] also shows images of the reconstructed thymus for each day rendered to the whitelight images of the subject. The white light images are calibrated to the same dimensions andpresent the growth of the animal body.From the histogram we see that the �uorescence activity of the thymus is increasing the�rst 3 days of the life of the mouse. In mice, the thymus continues to develop for 3 to 4 weeksafter birth [98]. By performing repetitive measurements over a period of many days monitoring
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Figure 7.12: Repetitive measurements of the �uorescense signal from the thymus of a newbormmouse over a period of 5 days.7.3.2 Cervical lymph nodesThe cervical lymph nodes were tomographically imaged in an attempt to explore the potentialof monitoring the development of the lymph nodes in the �rst days of a mouse's life. Thecervical nodes have small size and are closely placed in the neck area. We raised the stage toa height close to the camera so that the neck area is covering almost the whole �eld of view ofthe camera (see �gure 7.13).The e�ect of raising the stage higher greatly enhances the resolution by focusing only on thearea where the cervical nodes are located. As stated earlier, the exact number of the cervicallymph nodes varies among di�erent subjects. Generally, the cervical nodes are symmetricalyplaced with respect to the head-tail axis of the mouse body. We performed a 10 × 10 scan(in steps of 0.07 mm in both axis) at the neck area of a 15 days old GFP transgenic animal.Figure [7.14a] shows the Normalized Born averaged in all source positions. In the image, signalis originating from two main lymph node areas. The exact number of the nodes of each areacannot be resolved from the camera image, although it seems that each area contains at least2 lymph nodes. The dissection analysis of this particular mouse showed that each of the large



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 76lymph node areas consisted of 3 closely placed nodes. We detected one more lymphnode locatedlow and left with respect to the left large lymph node area which is also visible in the cameraimage, although it exhibits much lower signal.

Figure 7.13: White light images of the mouse at di�erent stage levels. The frame on a) indicatesthe neck area. In b) the neck area of the mouse is under the �eld of view of the cameraTo quantify the �uorescence signal, we tomographically imaged the �uorescence activity ofthe neck area. For the reconstructions, a detector area comprised of 28 × 14 detectors andcovering an area of 7 × 14 mm2 was used. The normalized Born image corresponding to theselected detector area is shown on �gure[7.14]. The resolution of this image deteriorates thevisualization of single nodes and the signal seems to originate from two large areas. The far leftnode is faintly visible. The reconstruction of the lymph nodes was perfomed after discretizinga volume of 7 × 14 × 3 mm3 into a mesh volume of 27000 voxels. The tomographic imageof the lymph nodes is presented in �gure[7.14c]. The resolution of the tomographic techniquecannot distinguish between closely placed nodes which is the case for the cervical lymph nodes.However the total �uorescence can be quanti�ed within the resolution limits of the method.

Figure 7.14: a)normalized Born image of the neck area of a GFP transgenic mouse. b) nor-malized born image of the detector grid used for the reconstructions. c) reconstructed imageof the neck area. The small red dashed frames denote the reconstructed lymph node areasWe perfomed tomographic measurments on a mouse on the 8th, 10th and 15th day after itsbirth. The scanning grid and the detector area of the above mentioned experiment was applied



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 77on all of the measurements. The results are shown in �gure[7.15].
Figure 7.15: Tomographic images of the cervical lymph nodes of a mouse on various days.The tomographic apporach allows the quantitative monitoring of T cell population. Weselected one region-of-interest corresponding to each lymph node area based on the resolutionof the tomographic images. Then the mean value of the reconstructed values was calculatedfor each region and for each day and the results are plotted against time. The data show thatthe population of the T cells in the cervical nodes is increasing between day 8 and day 10.

Figure 7.16: Selected regions of interest for the three node areas. Lymh node growth at varioustime pointsThe number of T cells in the cervical lymph nodes exhibit rapid changes in the �rst daysof animal's life. Changes are induced from the immigration of T cells from the Thymus to thenodes, the homoestatic proliferation in the lymph node, the migration of T cells outside thelymph node and cell death. Tomographic imaging o�ers the capacity to quantify some of thesebiologic processes. For example, the migration of the cells from the thymus to the lymph nodescan be simultaneously imaged by scanning the upper body area of the mouse to cover bothorgans. Then parallel monitoring of the cell populations in the thymus and the lymph nodesthe migration process can be quanti�ed.



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 787.3.3 Armpit lymph nodeImaging of the armpit lymph nodes is an example of demonstrating the potential to use the�auto�uorescence �eld� as described in section[6.2.1] in order to enhance the contrast betweenthe targeted organ and the background auto�uorescence. An example of the auto�uorescencesubtraction is shown in �gure[7.17].

Figure 7.17: Subtraction of the auto�uorescence measurment form the �uorescence measure-ment. The subtraction of the auto�uorescence enhances the signal-to-noise ratio for the detec-tion of the armpit lymph nodeIn this experiment 3 days old mice were placed with their side facing the camera and weperfomed a fast scanning over a large area in order to cover both mice. The �uorescenceimage corresponds to exciting with the 488 nm laser line and recording with the �uorescence�lter (510 ± 5 nm). The auto�uorescence image was recorded with the same emission �lterin front of the camera and exciting with the 458 nm laser line. Once the �uorescence andthe auto�uorescence image are recorded, the auto�uorescence image is subtracted from the�uorescence image. The subtraction of the auto�uorescence measurement permitted the clearvisualization of the armpit lymph node.With fast scanning information of the origin of the �uorescence signal is obtained in a fastmanner. Then by extracting the auto�uorescence measurement according with the methodshown in �gure[7.17] the region of pointing the source scan for the tomographic measurementsrevealed.7.4 Quanti�cationData obtained from both the FMT reconstructions and the FACS analysis were used to assessthe quanti�cation accuracy and the sensitivity of the system. From measurements perfomed onseveral subjects we correlated the values extracted by the tomographic method with the resultsof the FACS analysis. The FACS analysis is a cell sorting method for measuring the numbers ofthe �uorescing cells in terms of their �uorescence. The approach to correlate the FACS resultswith the FMT results was described in section[5.5].
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Quanti�cation data demonstrating the accuracy and sensitivity of the method. The data wereobtained from tomographic measurements on the cervical lymph nodes of GFP mice. In thegraph, the �uorescence molecular tomography reconstructed values are plotted against thenumbers obtained from (FACS) analysis. The system was able to measure as low as 8×105cellsIn brief, we calculated the nomalized average of the distribution of the positive events on thedi�erent levels of �uorescence expression. The data are presented in �gure[7.4], where the FMTreconstructed values are plotted against the corresponding FACS values based on the analysisof section[7.4]. The x axis represents the normalized average of the distribution of the numberof cells on their �uorescent strength. The FMT results strongly match the FACS results. Interms of sensitivity the smaller number of cells detected was found to be 8×105cells which alsorepresents the smaller normalized average value calculated.7.5 Testis ImagingWe performed tomographic measurements on the testis of GFP CLIP-170 mice in order toexplore the potential of the optical tomographer to image the levels of expressions of the CLIP-170 protein.Experiments were carried out with twenty - week old male CLIP170GFPki transgenic miceand seventeen week old C57BL6 control mice. In order to expose the testis area of the body weplaced the mouse in a plastic falcon tube whose bottom was open. The testicles were exposedas the hind region of the mouse extrudes and pushes downward (see �gure[6.1b]). In orderto expose only the testis area, the urine and the two hind legs were left within the hollowfalcon tube. The GFP signal is expected to originate from the whole testis area and thus thetransmission geometry was chosen. In transmission geometry �uorophore concentrations deeplyseated inside tissue can be imaged which is the case of the CLIP-170 protein since is located



CHAPTER 7. IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 80in broad regions inside the testis. The measurements were performed with the �rst generationsetup in a number of times in the course of several days (1 image per day for nine days). Wereconstructed one image of �uorophore concentration per day.The �rst objective of this experiment was to detect �uorescence from the testis area. AC57BL6 mouse was used as a control. Typical Normalized Born data obtained from the testisof a transgenic and a control mouse are shown in �gures[7.5a] and [7.5b] respectively. Thesources were arranged in 5 × 5 grid with 1 mm step size. The �gures show Normalized Borndata averaged over all sources overlaid on a white light image of the mouse. The dimensionsof the overlaid frame match those of the selected detection area. For the reconstruction of the�uorescence concentration the detector grid comprised of 18× 24 detectors covering an area of
9 × 12 mm2.

Normalized Born data projected on the white light picture of an a) clip170 GFP transgenicmouse and b) a C57BL6 control mouse obtained after averaging over all sources for an x-ysource-scan.In Figure 7.5 a 3D reconstruction of GFP concentration located in the testis of a transgenicmouse is presented. Di�erent views of the reconstructed concentration rendered together withthe three dimensional geometry of the mouse body are shown. The tomographic reconstructionsshow that signal is originating form the whole testis area as expected. However, there are regionswhere the signal is stronger.We followed the �uorescence activity of the GFP CLIP-170 protein over a period of ninedays. The FMT value appearing in the �gure 7.5 represents the mean reconstructed value fromthe tomographic images.
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Di�erent views of a 3D reconstruction of GFP activity in the testis of a clip170 GFP transgenicmouse in vivo. The reconstructed signal is rendered to the 3 dimensional surface of the testisregion of the animal. a) ,b) and c) show the sagital, coronal and axial views respectively. Ageneral view of the reconstructed signal is shown in d)Measurements on the control mouse were performed in days one, three and nine and in allcases the control mouse showed less signal than the transgenic mouse. The total expressionof GFP molecule in the testes volume is varying during a period of 9 days. The tomographicimages showed that the �uorescence activity inside the testis area is varying in waves andon days 4 and 8 the levels of expression are reaching maximum values. Not only the totalexpression levels vary through time but also the regions of the protein expression inside thetestis, as can be seen from the tomographic images.
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Monitoring of the GFP �uorescence activity over a period of 9 days. Tomographic reconstruc-tions of the �uorescence activity for each day are shown. Control measurements are shown forthe days 1,3 and 9.The tomographic in-vivo results emphasize a role for CLIP-170 in formation of the spermatidmanchette in accordance with published microscopic studies [94]. The results show that theexpression of the GFP-CLIP-170 protein can be viewed with optical tomographic measurementsand the progression of the total �uorescence activity can be monitored over time.



Chapter 8Conclusions and future outlookIn this thesis the design, implementation and initial testing of a novel 3D imaging systemsuitable for in vivo non-contact �uorescence molecular tomography was presented. The systemhas been tested to tomographically image di�erent �uorescence concentrations residing insidesmall animals. Experiments were performed on live transgenic mice that express the GreenFluorescent Protein (GFP) on various organs.The unique versatility of the system lies in the fact that it operates in a non-contact geometryand thus it is highly advantageous in comparison to �ber-based systems or �xed geometrysetups, since it provides the ability to acquire large data sets and number of projections aswell as the ability to image arbitrary shapes without the need of �matching �uids� or imagingchambers. The non-contact approach is a signi�cant step forward in terms of experimentalsimplicity and provides comfort to the targeted animal. The implementation of a non-contactexperimental setup for imaging arbitrary geometries has been driven by theoretical advancesin the modelling of the free space propagation of the di�use light. The non-contact approachallowed the incorporation of a CCD camera as a detector for the collection of the signal. Thus,the recording of large data sets results in tomographic images of higher information content forprobing �uorophores. In combination with an algorithm developed for modeling the free spacelight propagation, extracting the 3D surface of the targeted subject and inverting the data, aswell as a user friendly interface, the system o�ers the non-contact experimental simplicity ofcommon clinical tomographic approaches, such as X-Ray Computed Tomography. The systemhas the capacity to operate in both the re�ection and the transmission geometriy allowingmeasurements that cover a wide range of experimental requirements and models. Finally, thesystem can extract the three dimensional surface of the subject under study, which is essentialfor the correct modelling of the light propagation in order to solve the forward problem. Thesurface extraction allows the rendering of the reconstructed signal inside the geometry of thesubject and its correlation with the anatomical characteristics of the speci�c subject.The horizontal setup permits the simultaneous imaging of more than one subject as long asits size of those does not exceed the dimensions of the �eld of view of the camera. With this setuphigh throughput measurements for the simultaneous tomographic imaging of multiple subjects83



CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 84is feasible. This allows the direct comparison of two subjects under identical experimentalparameters. In this sense the multisubject tomography allowed the comparison of a GFPpositive and a control mouse as well as the direct comparison of the strength of the �uorescentintensity originating from two transgenic mice.A new theoretical approach was presented that simpli�es the calculation of the forwardproblem of the tomographic algorithm. The method incorporates the camera images in orderto transform the data at the boundary medium into data that would be obtained if no boundarywas present. This permitted the use of the simple �in�nite case� expressions resulting in fastercomputational times. For large data arrays (being this the case of CCD camera measurements)the use of the in�nite case expressions o�ers advantages in terms of computational cost whenreconstructing tomographic images. All the analyses for the extraction of tomographic imageson this thesis were peformed using this approach, and thus results were derived in fast manner.The setup has been tested for the detection of �uorescence in transgenic mouse models inorder to explore its capacity for the study of molecular processes in-vivo. Two mouse modelshave been measured. The �rst model was the CD2-GFP mouse line, in which all the T cellsare expressing the GFP protein. Tomographic measurements were perfomed on several of thelymphoid organs such as the thymus, the lymph nodes and the spleen. The ages of the subjectsvaried, covering a range from few days up to few months. In particular, measurements onnewborn mice have been performed aiming to monitor the seeding of T cells from the thymusto peripheral lymphoid organs during the �rst days of the mouse's life. In the adult mice themeasurements on the lymphoid organs were performed to explore the potential of applying thetomographic approach for Immunological studies. The second was the GFP CLIP-170 mousemodel expressing GFP in the testis. In this model the aim was to study the GFP expressionover time and correlate it with the spermatogenesis process.For the case of the GFP-tagged T cell imaging, experiments were performed in the re�ectiongeometry due to the super�cial position of the targeted organs. We reconstructed �uorescenceactivity from the thymus and the cervical lymph nodes. Measurements were also taken in thespleen area, but the high content of blood resulted in poor contrast between the signal fromthe spleen and the auto�uorescence signal of the surrounding organs. The quanti�cation of thismethod has also been performed, by �rst imaging the �uorescence activity from the targetedorgan and then correlating the reconstructed intensities with values obtained after sacri�cingthe animal and measuring the actual number of �uorescent cells by �ow cytometry. Flowcytometry is a precise technique that di�erentiates cells according to their �uorescent intensityand thus was used to validate the tomographic results. The relation between the reconstructeddata and the number of cells present in the cervical lymph nodes follows a linear curve and theminimum number of cells reconstructed was 9 × 105cells.Optical tomography has the capacity to follow biological processes during time. With repet-itive imaging, following of the protein activity within its biological context is feasible. Moni-toring of the �uorescence intensity has been performed for the case of the newborn mice. We



CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 85followed the thymus growth over the period of the �rst 5 days after the birth of the mouse. Theresults show that the cell population is increasing during the �rst 3 postnatal days. Repetitivemeasurements performed from day 8 to day 15 on the cervical lymph nodes showed growth interms of cell population.In the case of the GFP CLIP-170 imaging in the testis, measurements were performed in thetransmission geometry. Fluorescence from the testis of the transgenic mouse has been detectedwhen compared with measurements on a control mouse. We monitored the �uorescence activityfrom the testis of the same animal over a period of nine days and we reported changes on thetotal �uorescence intensity from the whole testis volume.Imaging in the visible spectrum is limited to large cell populations or in super�cial or sub-cutaneously seated organs. Imaging at longer wavelengths, where tissue absorption is smallerwould expand the capacity of the optical tomographic method in terms of signal-to-noise ratiosand detection limit. We have performed preliminary measurements with CD2-DsRed transgenicanimals and future work would include validating and expanding the �ndings of this work withfurther experiments on mice expressing DsRed in their T cells. Great e�orts are being madein the area of biotechnology for the engineering of red-shifted proteins [99, 100, 101]. Recently,a monomeric far-red �uorescent protein named mPlum that �uoresces at 649 nm was createdon the basis of the natural red �uorescent protein DsRed [102]. This would also allow the usethe transillumination as the standard illumination geometry, further minimizing the excitationof the skin auto�uorescence compared to the re�ection mode. This fact can be altered by theexpansion of the �uorescent protein palette to the red and the near infrared by developing new�uorescent probes.One of the main problems of re�ection imaging in the visible spectrum, besides strong ab-sorption, is tissue auto�uorescence. Tissue auto�uorescence appears as a uniform backgroundsignal on the recorded images, especially in re�ection measurements, and compromises the reso-lution and the detection limit of the tomographic method. Thus, the auto�uorescence of tissueshould be taken into account and several methods have been proposed for eliminating this e�ect[103, 104]. These include capturing images at di�erent spectral windows using a multispectralapproach and applying unmixing algorithms for the extraction of the targeted �uorescent sig-nal [104, 105]. Adaptation of these methods would increase issues like the detection limit, theresolution and the contrast of our technique.The setup could be improved by minimizing the time required for one full experimentby designing and automating a system for �lter swapping and auto-focus zoom objectives aswell as an x-y-positioning system that could enable the observation of various areas of interest.Furthermore, an improved system would incorporate a second imaging modality, with CT beingthe strongest candidate, for providing anatomical maps of the subject.The system and method described are capable of operating at di�erent excitation andemission wavelengths using the appropriate �lters, making the detection of multiple �uorophoresand �uorescing proteins feasible, thus increasing the number of biological processes that can be



CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 86targeted. Currently, we are implementing algorithms for unmixing the �uorescence obtainedfrom multiple �uorophores and reconstructing the �orescence data.The non-contact optical tomographer implemented provides an invaluable experimental toolfor biomedical research in several areas such as immunological studies, monitor of cancer growthafter transplantation, etc. The system presented can be used in vast numbers of di�erentexperimental models, targeting di�erent important biological processes and functions, as wellas di�erent types of diseases. Future studies may include real-time imaging of cell interactionsand preferential migration or distribution of cells within the immune system as well as behaviorof lymphocyte cells during the immune response. These experimental results show that thesystem is suitable for three-dimensional free space in vivo imaging of organs of the immunesystem and can be used to monitor processes that will reveal hidden aspects of the functionof several important diseases. Non-contact imaging as described here is not limited to smallanimals. The utilization of non-contact technologies could facilitate more generic use of thetechnique with tissues of arbitrary boundaries. Therefore, the same instrument could be usedfor di�erent target organs and imaging applications, although the technique today seems to beapplicable only to instances where bodyhair does not obstruct measurements. The translationof non-contact optical tomography to clinical applications is straight-forward, opening newpathways of imaging disease and drug response in vivo.
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Appendix A Related biological terms1DNA: The entire body of genetic information required to form and sustain life is contained inthe DNA molecule. Most living entities, including viruses and bacteria, fungi, plants, animals,and humans use this universal instruction language. DNA is composed of four chemical bases:adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine. Strands of these bases pair with each other (adenineand thimine, cytosine and guanine) to form a structure that resembles a ladder (see �gure[8.1]).The entire ladder is compacted around other proteins (involved in maintaining structure andregulating gene expression) and is referred to as a chromosome. Collectivelly the 23 chromosomepairs in human cell are referred to as the human genome.

Figure 8.1: the DNA double strandGene expression: A single gene typically consists of several thousand base pairs. There are1sources: a)�Fluorescent proteins as a toolkit for in vivo imaging�, Chudakov D.M., Lukyanov S., LukyanovK.A., Trends in Biotechnology, 23, p. 605-613,(2005), �Molecular imaging in living subjects: seeing fundamentalbiological processes in a new light�, Massoud T.F., Gambhir S.S., Genes and development 17, p. 545-580(2003),�Molecular Biology of the Cell�, Alberts B., Johnson A., Lewis J., Ra� M., Roberts K., Walter, P. GarlandScience, New York (2002), �Molecular Imaging� Weissleder R., Mahmood U., Radiology, 219, p.316-333(2001)96



BIBLIOGRAPHY 97an estimated 60000-100000 genes in the human genome. Gene expression is the process by whicha gene's DNA sequence is converted (encoded) into the functional proteins of the cell. Geneexpression is a multi-step process that begins with transcription of DNA into messenger RNA(mRNA)(see �gure[8.2]). The DNA strands seperate, and the mRNA molecule is synthesizedby using the DNA as a template. After this, mRNA leaves the cell through the cytoplasm.The second main process of Gene expression is translation. In translation, mRNA is decodedto produce a speci�c amino acid chain (protein). In other words, the mRNA molecule acts as atemplate for the �nal products: proteins. The estimated 80000 proteins perform all functionsof life inside and outside cells.

Figure 8.2: the steps of the gene expression processKnowledge of the sequence of the human genome allows the identi�cation and understandingof the function of all human genes. The Human Genome Project is an e�ort to decipher the spe-ci�c sequence of all human genes. Apart for the human genome project, the decoding of manygenomes has already completed (Escherichia coli, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Haemophilus in-�uenza, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Helicobacter pyloli) while the decoding of the mouse genomeis currectly underway.Mouse as a model for mammals: The mouse, being small and a rapid breeder hasbecome the foremost model organism for experimental studies. Another reason is the geneticsimilarity between mice and humans. Many human genes have a related mouse version, whichmakes it possible to gain insights into human disease. There are e�orts to sequence the entiremouse genome in analogy to the Human Genome Project. Mouse models of human disease willthen be more easily developed, facilitating the understanding of gene function in health anddisease.



BIBLIOGRAPHY 98Transgenic mice: Animals that have been permanently reengineered by either gene is-ertion, gene deletion or gene replacement are called transgenic organisms and any foreign ormodi�ed genes that are added are called transgenes. Transgenic mice are genetically engineeredto contain additional foreign genes in every cell allowing them to be used to study gene functionand to model human diseasesReporter genes: Intense exploration is taking place in the biological sciences to determinethe patterns of gene expression that encode normal biological processes. There is also a grow-ing belief that diseases result from alterations in normal regulation2 of gene expression thattransition cells to phenotype3 of disease. These alterations in gene expression can result frominteractions with the enviroment, hereditary de�cits, developmental errors and aging process.A reporter gene is a gene that researchers attach to another gene of interest for the study ofits function. Reporter genes are generally used to determine whether the gene of interest hasbeen expressed in the cell or organism population.Fluorescent proteins: are commonly used as reporter genes products to monitor geneexpression by attaching the target gene. A number of gene products with �uorescent propertieshave been described. The best known reporter genes is the those that encode for the green�uorescent protein(GFP) and the enzyme Luciferase, which catalyzes a reaction with luciferinto produce light.GFP: is an excellent marker for labeling of proteins in terms of speci�city. GFP wasdiscovered in the hydroid jelly�sh Aequorea victoria. GFP is widely used as noninvasive probesto study di�erent biological models-from individual cells to whole organisms. The use of GFPenables the tracking of every step of the protein of interest: expression, localization. movement,interaction and activity in the cell, tissue or organism.A transgenic organism can be made with the gene encoding for GFP attached to the targetgene; this then gives a directly visible display of the gene's expression pattern in the livingorganism. Optical imaging systems allow the noninvasive recording of �uorescent signals fromwithin the intact organism and thus the gene products can be monitored. In the last fewyears, there has been a veritable explosion in the �eld of molecular imaging, with the aim ofdetermining location, duration and extent of gene expression within intact living systems.
2the process through which the cell determines-through interactions among DNA, RNA, proteins and othersubstances-when and where genes will be activated and how much gene product will be produced.3the observable properties of an organism, resulting form the interaction between organism's genotype andthe enviroment in which it develops
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